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THE MEAN VALUE OF THE PRODUCT OF CLASS NUMBERS
OF PAIRED QUADRATIC FIELDS I
ANTHONY C. KABLE AND AKIHIKO YUKIE
Abstract. Let k be a number field and k˜ a fixed quadratic extension of k. In this
paper and its companion, we find the mean value of the product of class numbers
and regulators of two quadratic extensions F, F ∗ 6= k˜ contained in the biquadratic
extensions of k containing k˜.
1. Introduction
If k is a number field then let ∆k, hk and Rk be the absolute discriminant (which is
an integer), the class number and the regulator, respectively. We fix a number field
k and a quadratic extension k˜ of k. If F 6= k˜ is another quadratic extension of k,
let F˜ be the compositum of F and k˜. Then F˜ is a biquadratic extension of k and so
contains precisely three quadratic extensions, k˜, F and, say, F ∗ of k. We say that F
and F ∗ are paired. In this paper and its companion [17], we shall find the mean value
of hFRFhF ∗RF ∗ or, equivalently, the mean value of hF˜RF˜ with respect to |∆F |.
Our main results are Theorem 7.12 and Corollaries 7.17 and 7.18 in which k is
an arbitrary number field and F runs through quadratic extensions with given local
behaviors at a fixed finite number of places. However, for the sake of simplicity, we
state our results here assuming that k = Q and that F runs through either real or
imaginary quadratic extensions of Q without any further local conditions.
Let k˜ = Q(
√
d0) where d0 6= 1 is a square free integer. Suppose |∆Q(√d0)| =∏
p p
δ˜p(d0) is the prime decomposition. Note that δ˜p(d0) > 0 if and only if p is ramified
in Q(
√
d0). Moreover, if p 6= 2 is ramified in Q(
√
d0) then δ˜p(d0) = 1, and if p = 2
then δ˜p(d0) = 2 when d0 ≡ 3 (4) and δ˜p(d0) = 3 when d0 is an even number. Note
that if d0 ≡ 1, 5 (8) then the prime 2 is split or inert in Q(
√
d0), respectively.
For any prime number p, we put
E ′p(d0) =

1− 3p−3 + 2p−4 + p−5 − 2p−6 if p is split in k˜,
(1 + p−2)(1− p−2 − p−3 + p−4) if p is inert in k˜,
(1− p−1)(1 + p−2 − p−3 + p−2δ˜p(d0)−2⌊δ˜p(d0)/2⌋−1) if p is ramified in k˜,
where ⌊δ˜p(d0)/2⌋ is the largest integer less than or equal to δ˜p(d0)/2.
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We define
c+(d0) =
{
16 d0 > 0,
8π d0 < 0,
c−(d0) =
{
4π2 d0 > 0,
8π d0 < 0,
M(d0) = |∆Q(√d0)|
1
2 ζQ(
√
d0)(2)
∏
p
E ′p(d0).
The following theorems are special cases of Corollaries 7.17, 7.18.
Theorem 1.1. With either choice of sign we have
lim
X→∞
X−2
∑
[F :Q]=2,
0<±∆F<X
hFRFhF ∗RF ∗ = c±(d0)−1M(d0).
Theorem 1.2. With either choice of sign we have
lim
X→∞
X−2
∑
[F :Q]=2,
0<±∆F<X
hF (
√
d0)RF (
√
d0) = c±(d0)
−1hQ(√d0)RQ(
√
d0)M(d0).
Note that in Theorem 1.1 if d0 > 0 and ∆F < 0 then both F and F
∗ are imaginary
quadratic fields and so Theorem 1.1 states that
lim
X→∞
X−2
∑
[F :Q]=2,
0<−∆F<X
hFhF ∗ =
1
4π2
M(d0),
which reflects the titles of this paper and [17].
Theorems of this kind are called density theorems. Many density theorems are
known in number theory including, for example, the prime number theorem, the the-
orem of Davenport-Heilbronn [6], [7] on the density of the number of cubic fields and
the theorem of Goldfeld-Hoffstein [9] on the density of class number times regulator
of quadratic fields.
Among the three density theorems we quoted above, the prime number theorem,
which is probably the best known density theorem, is of a more multiplicative nature
than the other two theorems and our result has more similarities to these. We would
like to point out that the Euler factor 1−p−2−p−3+ p−4, which appears in E ′p(d0) in
our result when p is inert, also occurred in the Goldfeld-Hoffstein theorem at every
odd prime. We do not as yet understand the significance of this coincidence.
The original proof of the Davenport–Heilbronn theorem used the “fundamental do-
main method” and the original proof of the Goldfeld–Hoffstein theorem used Eisen-
stein series of half-integral weight. However, these two theorems can also be proved
using the zeta function theory of prehomogeneous vector spaces. The Davenport–
Heilbronn theorem corresponds to the space of binary cubic forms and the Goldfeld–
Hoffstein theorem corresponds to the space of binary quadratic forms. The global
theory of these two cases was investigated extensively by Shintani in [21], [22]. The
local theory and the proof of the density theorem, which use the global theory carried
out by Shintani, were done by Datskovsky and Wright [4], [5] in the first case and by
Datskovsky [3] in the second (also correcting a minor error in the constant appearing
in the Goldfeld-Hoffstein theorem). This zeta function theory of prehomogeneous
vector spaces is the approach we take to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
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We now recall the definition of prehomogeneous vector spaces. Let G be a reductive
group and V a representation ofG both of which are defined over an arbitrary field k of
characteristic zero. For simplicity, we assume that V is an irreducible representation
of G.
Definition 1.3. The pair (G, V ) is called a prehomogeneous vector space if
(1) there exists a Zariski open G-orbit in V and
(2) there exists a non-constant polynomial P (x) ∈ k[V ] and a rational character
χ(g) of G such that P (gx) = χ(g)P (x) for all g ∈ G and x ∈ V .
Any polynomial P (x) in the above definition is called a relative invariant poly-
nomial. It is known that if P (x) is the relative invariant polynomial of the lowest
degree then any other relative invariant polynomial is a constant multiple of a power
of P (x). So if we put V ss = {x ∈ V | P (x) 6= 0} then this definition does not depend
on the choice of P (x).
The notion of prehomogeneous vector spaces was introduced by M. Sato in the early
1960’s. The principal parts of global zeta functions for some prehomogeneous vector
spaces have been determined by Shintani [21], [22], and the second author [28], [29].
Roughly speaking, the global zeta function is a counting function for the unnormalized
Tamagawa numbers of the stabilizers of points in V ssk . This interpretation of expected
density theorems for prehomogeneous vector spaces is discussed in the introduction
to [26] and in section 5 of [16], p. 342, in some cases including those we will consider
in this paper. Unfortunately, the global zeta function is not exactly this counting
function and Datskovsky and Wright formulated in [5] what we call the filtering
process to deal with this difficulty.
To explain the need for the filtering process we consider the space of binary qua-
dratic forms. Gauss made a conjecture in [8] on the density of class number times
regulator of orders in quadratic fields. This conjecture was proved by Lipschutz [19]
in the case of imaginary quadratic fields and by Siegel [23] in the case of real quadratic
fields, and much work has been done on the error term estimate also (see Shintani
[22], pp. 44, 45 and Chamizo–Iwaniec [2], for example). However, each quadratic
field has infinitely many orders and so we must filter out this repetition in order to
obtain the density of class number times regulator for quadratic fields.
In order to apply the filtering process it is necessary to carry out at least the
following steps:
(1) Find the principal part of the global zeta function at its rightmost pole.
(2) Find a uniform estimate of the standard local zeta functions.
(3) Find the local densities.
Note that, despite Tauberian theory, (1) is necessary even to show the existence of
the density. The standard local zeta functions will be defined in section 6. If we
apply the filtering process the constant in the density theorem will have an Euler
product and we call the Euler factor the local density. Also, we must point out that
the present formulation of the filtering process does not allow us to use the poles of
the global zeta function other than the rightmost pole, as can be done in the case of
integral equivalence classes. It is an important problem in the future to improve the
filtering process so that we can get error term estimates. However, although it does
not, in its current form, yield an error term, our approach does appear to be the only
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one presently available which allows the field k to be a general number field rather
than just Q.
Let Affn be n-dimensional affine space regarded as a variety over the ground field
k. Let k˜ be a fixed quadratic extension of k, W the space of binary k˜-Hermitian
forms and M(2, 2) the space of 2× 2 matrices. We regard GL(2)k˜ as a group over k.
In this paper and [17], we consider the following two prehomogeneous vector spaces:
(1) G = GL(2)×GL(2)×GL(2), V = M(2, 2)⊗Aff2,
(2) G = GL(2)k˜ ×GL(2), V = W ⊗Aff2.
Case (2) is a k-form of case (1). We gave an interpretation of the expected density
theorem for case (2) in section 5 of [16]. Let k be a number field and G˜ be the image
of G in GL(V ). For x ∈ V ssk , let G˜◦x be the identity component of the stabilizer. In
case (2), the orbit space Gk\V ssk corresponds bijectively with quadratic extensions
of k and, if x corresponds to fields other than k and k˜, the weighting factor in the
density theorem is the unnormalized Tamagawa number of G˜◦x, which is more or less
hFRFhF ∗RF ∗ or hF˜RF˜ . The principal part at the rightmost pole of the global zeta
function for this case was obtained in [27], Corollary 8.16. Therefore it remains to
carry out steps (2) and (3) of the filtering process.
Let v be a finite place of a number field k and kv its completion at v. The local
zeta functions we consider are certain integrals over Gkv -orbits in V
ss
kv
. The analogous
integral over the set V sskv is called the Igusa zeta function. Igusa has made significant
contributions to the computation of this type of integral (see [10], [11], [12] [13],
[14], [15]), and the explicit form of the Igusa zeta function is known for many cases.
However, we need information on integrals over orbits and we cannot deduce a uniform
estimate from the present knowledge of Igusa zeta functions. Datskovsky and Wright
[4] and Datskovsky [3] accomplished the uniform estimate of the standard local zeta
functions by explicitly computing them at all finite places. However, as the rank of
the group grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to compute the explicit forms of the
standard local zeta functions, especially at special places such as dyadic places, and
we have to be abstemious with our labor. So we shall only prove a uniform estimate
of the standard local zeta functions at all but finitely many places, without finding
their explicit forms.
We follow Datskovsky’s approach in [3] (which can also be seen implicitly in [7]) to
find the local densities. We must consider biquadratic extensions and consequently the
dyadic places of k are difficult and technical to handle, given the possible appearance
of wild ramification. For this reason, we have a separate paper [17] to deal with
biquadratic extensions generated by two ramified quadratic extensions over a dyadic
field. However, the reader should be able to find all the main ingredients for proving
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in this part.
For the rest of the introduction we discuss the organization of this paper. Through-
out, except for section 3, k is a fixed number field and k˜ is a fixed quadratic extension
of k. In section 3, k is an arbitrary field of characteristic zero and k˜ is a quadratic
extension of it. In section 2 we describe notation we use throughout the paper. In
section 3 we review from [16] the interpretation of the orbit space Gk\V ssk for the
prehomogeneous vector spaces (1) and (2) above and fix parametrizations of the sta-
bilizers of certain points in V ssk . In section 4 we fix various normalizations regarding
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the invariant measure on GL(2) both locally and globally. In section 5 we define a
measure on the stabilizer of each point in V ss, both locally and globally, which is
in some sense canonical and prove that the volume of G˜◦xA/G˜
◦
xk is the unnormalized
Tamagawa number of G˜◦x. As we mentioned above, this volume is the weighting factor
in the density theorem. We also introduce the local zeta functions. In section 6 we
first define and review the analytic properties of the global zeta function. Then we
define the standard local zeta functions and express the global zeta function in terms
of them, thus making it more or less a counting function for hFRFhF ∗RF ∗ . The final
and most important purpose of this section is to review the filtering process and to
identify the conditions under which it works. Assuming these conditions, we then
deduce a preliminary density theorem involving certain as yet unevaluated constants.
In section 7 we list the values of those constants from later sections and state the final
form of the density theorem. Therefore, sections 6 and 7 are the heart of this paper
and [17]. After finishing these sections, the reader should understand the outline of
the proof of our result. Later sections are devoted to verifying the conditions men-
tioned above and to evaluating the constants involved. In section 8 we introduce the
notion of an omega set following Datskovsky [3]. This set is used to describe the local
zeta function, which is an integral over a subset of the vector space, as an integral
over the group. In section 9 we prove a uniform estimate for the standard local zeta
functions. In sections 10–12 we find the constants needed to describe the final form
of the density theorem, except for a few cases at dyadic places. Those dyadic cases
are handled in part II and a separate introduction describing the particular technical
difficulties associated with these cases will be given there.
2. Notation
This section is confined to establishing our basic notational conventions. Additional
notation required throughout the paper will be introduced and explained in the next
three sections. More specialized notation will be introduced in the section where it is
required.
If X is a finite set then #X will denote its cardinality. The standard symbols Q,
R, C and Z will denote respectively the rational, real and complex numbers and the
rational integers. If a ∈ R then the largest integer z such that z ≤ a is denoted ⌊a⌋
and the smallest integer z such that z ≥ a by ⌈a⌉. The set of positive real numbers
is denoted R+. If R is any ring then R
× is the set of invertible elements of R and if
V is a variety defined over R then VR denotes its R-points. If G is an algebraic group
then G◦ denotes its identity component.
Both k and k˜ are number fields and so each number theoretic object we introduce
for k has its counterpart for k˜. Generally the notation for the k˜ object will be derived
from that of the k object by adding a tilde. Let M, M∞, Mf, Mdy, MR and MC
denote respectively the set of all places of k, all infinite places, all finite places, all
dyadic places (those dividing the place of Q at 2), all real places and all complex
places. (Correspondingly we have M˜ and so on.) Let Mrm, Min and Msp be the sets
of places of k which are respectively ramified, inert and split on extension to k˜. Recall
that a real place of k which lies under a complex place of k˜ is regarded as ramified.
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Let O be the ring of integers of k. If v ∈ M then kv denotes the completion of k
at v and | |v denotes the normalized absolute value on kv. If v ∈Mf then Ov denotes
the ring of integers of kv, πv a uniformizer in Ov, pv the maximal ideal of Ov and qv
the cardinality of Ov/pv. If a ∈ kv and (a) = piv then we write ordkv(a) = i. If i is a
fractional ideal in kv and a− b ∈ i then we write a ≡ b (i) or a ≡ b (c) if c generates i.
If k1/k2 is a finite extension either of local fields or of number fields then we shall
write ∆k1/k2 for the relative discriminant of the extension; it is an ideal in the ring
of integers of k2. The symbol ∆k1 will stand for ∆k1/Qp or ∆k1/Q according as the
situation is local or global. To ease the notational burden we shall use the same
symbol, ∆k1 , for the classical absolute discriminant of k1 over Q. Since this number
generates the ideal ∆k1 , the resulting notational identification is harmless. If i is a
fractional ideal in the number field k1 and v is a finite place of k1 then we write iv
for the closure of i in k1,v. It is a fractional ideal in k1,v. If i is integral then we put
N(i) = #(Ok1/i). Note that N(i) =
∏
v Nv(iv), where the product is over all finite
places of k1 and Nv(p
a
v) = q
a
v for a ∈ Z. This formula serves to extend the domain of
N to all fractional ideals in k1. We shall use the notation Trk1/k2 and Nk1/k2 for the
trace and the norm in the extension k1/k2.
Returning to k, we let r1, r2, hk, Rk and ek be respectively the number of real
places, the number of complex places, the class number, the regulator and the number
of roots of unity contained in k. It will be convenient to set
Ck = 2
r1(2π)r2hkRke
−1
k .(2.1)
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions and facts concerning
adeles. These may be found in [25]. The ring of adeles, the group of ideles and the
adelic absolute value of k are denoted by A, A× and | | respectively. When we
have to show the number field or the local field on which we consider the absolute
value, we may use notation such as | |F . There is a natural inclusion A → A˜, under
which an adele (av)v corresponds to the adele (bw)w such that bw = av if w|v. Let
A1 = {t ∈ A× | |t| = 1}. Using the identification k˜ ⊗k A ∼= A˜ , the norm map
Nk˜/k can be extended to a map from A˜ to A. It is known (see p. 139 in [25]) that
|Nk˜/k(t)| = |t|A˜ for t ∈ A˜. Suppose [k : Q] = n. Then [k˜ : Q] = 2n. For λ ∈ R+,
λ ∈ A× is the idele whose component at any infinite place is λ 1n and whose component
at any finite place is 1. Also λ˜ ∈ A˜× is the idele whose component at any infinite
place is λ
1
2n and whose component at any finite place is 1. Clearly λ = λ˜2. Since
|λ| = λ and |λ˜|
A˜
= λ we conclude that |λ|
A˜
= λ2. When we have to show the number
field on which we consider λ, we use the notation such as λF .
If V is a vector space over k we let VA be its adelization and V∞ and Vf its infinite
and finite parts. Let S(VA), S(V∞), S(Vf) and S(Vkv) be the spaces of Schwartz–
Bruhat functions on each of the indicated domains.
We choose a Haar measure dx on A so that
∫
A/k
dx = 1. For any v ∈ Mf, we
choose a Haar measure dxv on kv so that
∫
Ov dxv = 1. We use the ordinary Lebesgue
measure dxv for v real, and dxv ∧ dx¯v for v imaginary. Then dx = |∆k|− 12
∏
v dxv (see
[25], p. 91).
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We define a Haar measure d×t1 on A1 so that
∫
A1/k×
d×t1 = 1. Using this measure,
we choose a Haar measure d×t on A× so that∫
A×
f(t)d×t =
∫ ∞
0
∫
A1
f(λt1)d×λd×t1,
where d×λ = λ−1dλ. For any v ∈Mf, we choose a Haar measure d×tv on k×v so that∫
O×v d
×tv = 1. Let d×tv(x) = |x|−1v dxv if v is real, and d×tv(x) = |x|−1v dxv ∧ dx¯v if v is
imaginary. Then d×t = C−1k
∏
v d
×tv (see [25], p. 95). We later have to compare the
global measure and the product of local measures and for that purpose it is convenient
to notate the product of local measures on A,A× as follows
dprx =
∏
v
dxv , d
×
prt =
∏
v
d×tv .(2.2)
Let ζk(s) be the Dedekind zeta function of k. We define
Zk(s) = |∆k| s2
(
π−
s
2Γ
(s
2
))r1 (
(2π)1−sΓ(s)
)r2 ζk(s) .(2.3)
This definition differs from that in [25], p.129 by the inclusion of the |∆k|s/2 factor
and from that in [28] by a factor of (2π)r2. It is adopted here as the most convenient
for our purposes. We note that it was the quotient Zk(s)/Zk(s+1) rather than Zk(s)
itself which played a significant role in [28] and this quotient is unchanged here. It is
known ([25], p.129) that
Ress=1 ζk(s) = |∆k|− 12Ck and so Ress=1 Zk(s) = Ck .(2.4)
Finally, we introduce the following notation
a(t1, t2) =
(
t1 0
0 t2
)
, n(u) =
(
1 0
u 1
)
.(2.5)
3. A review of the orbit space
This section is devoted to defining the prehomogeneous vector spaces which are at
the heart of this work and reviewing their fundamental properties. Arithmetic plays
no role here, so in this section k may be any field of characteristic zero and k˜ any
quadratic extension of k. We denote the non-identity element of Gal(k˜/k) by σ.
A matrix x ∈ M(2, 2)k˜ is called Hermitian if tx = xσ. The set of all Hermitian
matrices in M(2, 2)k˜ forms a k-vector space which we shall denote byW . The elements
of W are also referred to as binary Hermitian forms.
We define and discuss the two spaces we require in parallel as far as possible; they
will be distinguished as cases (1) and (2). Let
V =
{
M(2, 2)⊗ Aff2 in case (1),
W ⊗Aff2 in case (2),(3.1)
where Affn is n-dimensional affine space regarded as a variety over k. Let
G =
{
GL(2)×GL(2)×GL(2) in case (1),
GL(2)k˜ ×GL(2) in case (2),
(3.2)
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where GL(2)k˜ is regarded as an algebraic group over k by restriction of scalars. If
g ∈ G then we shall write g = (g1, g2, g3) in case (1) and g = (g1, g2) in case (2). It will
be convenient to identify x = (x1, x2) ∈ V with the 2×2-matrixMx(v) = v1x1+v2x2 of
linear forms in the variables v1 and v2, which we collect into the row vector v = (v1, v2).
With this identification, we define a rational action of G on V via
Mgx(v) =
{
g1Mx(vg3)
tg2 in case (1),
g1Mx(vg2)
tgσ1 in case (2).
(3.3)
In both cases we define Fx(v) = − detMx(v). Then
Fgx(v) =
{
det g1 det g2Fx(vg3) in case (1),
Nk˜/k(det g1)Fx(vg2) in case (2).
(3.4)
We let P (x) be the discriminant of the binary quadratic form Fx(v). Then P (x) ∈
k[V ] and P (gx) = χ(g)P (x) where
χ(g) =
{
(det g1 det g2 det g3)
2 in case (1),
(Nk˜/k(det g1) det g3)
2 in case (2).
(3.5)
A calculation shows that P (x) is not identically zero and so it is a relative invari-
ant polynomial for (G, V ) in each case. We let V ss denote the complement of the
hypersurface defined by P (x) = 0 in V .
We define T˜ = ker(G→ GL(V )); in case (1)
T˜ = {(t1I2, t2I2, t3I2) | t1, t2, t3 ∈ GL(1), t1t2t3 = 1}(3.6)
and in case (2)
T˜ = {(t1I2, t2I2) | t1 ∈ GL(1)k˜, t2 ∈ GL(1), Nk˜/k(t1)t2 = 1} .(3.7)
It will be convenient to introduce standard coordinates on G and V . Elements of G
have the form g = (g1, g2, g3) or g = (g1, g2). In either case we shall write
gi =
(
gi11 gi12
gi21 gi22
)
(3.8)
for each i. Elements of V are vectors x = (x1, x2). We shall put
xi =
(
xi11 xi12
xi21 xi22
)
(3.9)
in case (1) and
xi =
(
xi0 xi1
xσi1 xi2
)
(3.10)
in case (2).
In the language of Galois descent, case (2) is a k-form of case (1); they become
isomorphic on extension of scalars from k to k˜. Indeed it is well known that, as
k˜-varieties,
G× k˜ ∼= GL(2)×GL(2)×GL(2)(3.11)
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and
W × k˜ ∼= M(2, 2)(3.12)
so that
V × k˜ ∼= M(2, 2)⊗ Aff2,(3.13)
and a calculation shows that the induced action of G× k˜ on V × k˜ is that of case (1).
The Galois automorphism σ induces a k-automorphism of the k-varieties G and V
which we denote by i(σ). If (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Gk˜ then i(σ)(g1, g2, g3) = (gσ2 , gσ1 , gσ3 ) and if
x ∈ Wk˜ then i(σ)x = txσ, where σ as a superscript denotes the entry-by-entry action of
σ. In particular, Gk is embedded in Gk˜
∼= (G× k˜)k˜ via the map (g1, g2) 7→ (g1, gσ1 , g2).
We are now ready to recall the description of the space of non-singular orbits in
Vk.
Definition 3.14. Let Ex2 be the set of isomorphism classes of extensions of k of
degree at most two.
It is proved in [26], pp. 305–310 and [16], p. 324 thatGk\V ssk corresponds bijectively
with Ex2. Moreover if x ∈ V then the corresponding field is generated by the roots
of Fx(v) = 0. We denote this field by k(x).
Suppose that p(z) = z2 + a1z + a2 ∈ k[z] has distinct roots α1 and α2. We collect
these into a set α = {α1, α2} since the numbering is arbitrary. Define wp ∈ Vk by
wp =
((
0 1
1 a1
)
,
(
1 a1
a1 a
2
1 − a2
))
;(3.15)
a computation shows that Fwp(z, 1) = p(z) and so wp ∈ V ssk and k(wp) = k(α) is the
splitting field of p. Let
w =
((
1 0
0 0
)
,
(
0 0
0 1
))
,(3.16)
hα =
(
1 −1
−α1 α2
)
(3.17)
and then define gp ∈ Gk(wp) by
gp =
{
(hα, hα, (α2 − α1)−1hα) in case (1) or when k(wp) = k˜,
(hα, (α2 − α1)−1hα) otherwise.
(3.18)
With these definitions it is easy to check that wp = gpw.
We close this section with a detailed description of the k-rational points of the
stabilizer Gwp. Similar descriptions were derived in [16] and [26] and, although we
are using different orbital representatives here, the arguments are so similar that they
will only be sketched. The method is as follows: We begin with a description of Gw
as a k-variety; this is given in section 3 of [26] for case (1) and in section 2 of [16] for
case (2). Then we find, by direct calculation, the k-rational points in gpGw k(wp)g
−1
p
and this gives us Gwp k.
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If we let
t =
{
(a(t11, t12), a(t21, t22), a(t31, t32)) in case (1),
(a(t11, t12), a(t21, t22)) in case (2),
(3.19)
then
G◦w k =
{
{t | tij ∈ k×, t1jt2jt3j = 1 ∀ i, j} in case (1),
{t | t1j ∈ k˜×, t2j ∈ k×,Nk˜/k(t1j)t2j = 1 ∀ j} in case (2),
(3.20)
and so G◦w k ∼= GL(1)4k in case (1) and G◦w k ∼= GL(1)2k˜ in case (2). Putting
τ =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(3.21)
the class of (τ, τ, τ) in case (1) or of (τ, τ) in case (2) generates Gw k/G
◦
wk.
Now let
t =
{
(a(t11, t12), a(t21, t22)) in case (2) when k(wp) 6= k˜,
(a(t11, t12), a(t21, t22), a(t31, t32)) otherwise.
(3.22)
We assume that k(wp)/k is quadratic, since if k(wp) = k then Gwp k is conjugate to
Gw k over k. Let ν be the non-trivial element of Gal(k(wp)/k), which may also be
thought of as an element of Gal(k˜(wp)/k˜) when k(wp) 6= k˜. Here k˜(wp) denotes the
compositum of k˜ and k(wp).
In case (1), G◦wp k is
{gptg−1p | tij ∈ k(wp)×, ti1 = tνi2, t1jt2jt3j = 1 ∀ i, j}(3.23)
and so G◦wp k
∼= GL(1)k(wp) ×GL(1)k(wp). In case (2) when k(wp) = k˜, G◦wp k is
{gptg−1p | tij ∈ k˜×, tσ12 = t21, tσ11 = t22, t1jt2jt3j = 1 ∀ i, j}(3.24)
and so G◦wp k
∼= GL(1)k˜ ×GL(1)k˜. In case (2) when k(wp) 6= k˜, G◦wp k is
{gptg−1p | t1j ∈ k˜(wp)×, t2j ∈ k(wp)×, tν11 = t12,Nk˜(wp)/k(wp)(t1j)t2j = 1 ∀ j}(3.25)
and soG◦wp k
∼= GL(1)k˜(wp). In every instance, Gwp k/G◦wp k is generated by gp(τ, τ, τ)g−1p
or gp(τ, τ)g
−1
p as the case may be.
It will be convenient to have an explicit description of how Gwp k is embedded in
Gk in each case. To this end, define
Ap(c, d) =
(
c −d
a2d c− a1d
)
and τp =
(−1 0
−a1 1
)
.(3.26)
It is easy to check that any matrix which has both ( 1−α1 ) and (
1−α2 ) as eigenvectors
must equal Ap(c, d) for some c and d. Consequently, the set of all such matrices is
closed under multiplication, any two such matrices commute and if such a matrix is
invertible then its inverse lies in the same set.
Lemma 3.27. In case (1), G◦wp k consists of elements of Gk of the form
(Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), Ap(c3, d3))(3.28)
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where ci, di ∈ k, det(Ap(ci, di)) 6= 0 for i = 1, 2 and (c3, d3) is related to (c1, d1, c2, d2)
by the equation
Ap(c3, d3) = Ap(c1, d1)
−1Ap(c2, d2)−1 .(3.29)
Moreover [Gwp k : G
◦
wp k
] = 2 and Gwp k/G
◦
wp k
is generated by the class of (τp, τp, τp).
Proof. Suppose first that k(wp) = k. Then G
◦
wp k = gpG
◦
w kg
−1
p and, by (3.20), the
elements ofG◦w k may be characterized as those (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Gk such that ( 10 ) and ( 0−1 )
are both eigenvectors for each gi and g1g2g3 = I2. Since hα ( 10 ) = (
1−α1 ) and hα (
0−1 ) =
( 1−α2 ), the first claim follows. If k(wp) 6= k then calculation gives hαa(t, tν)h−1α =
Ap(c, d) where t = c + dα1 ∈ k(wp). With this observation, the first claim follows in
this case from (3.23). Finally, hατh
−1
α = τp and the second claim is established.
Lemma 3.30. In case (2), G◦wp k consists of elements of Gk of the form
(Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2))(3.31)
where c1, d1 ∈ k˜, c2, d2 ∈ k, det(Ap(c1, d1)) 6= 0 and (c2, d2) is related to (c1, d1) by
the equation
Ap(c2, d2) = Ap(c1, d1)
−1Ap(cσ1 , d
σ
1)
−1 .(3.32)
Moreover, [Gwp k : G
◦
wp k
] = 2 and Gwp k/G
◦
wp k
is generated by the class of (τp, τp).
Proof. If k(wp) = k then, by (3.20), G
◦
w k may be characterized as the set of (g1, g2)
in Gk such that ( 10 ) and (
0
−1 ) are eigenvectors of g1 and g1g
σ
1 g2 = I2. Since G
◦
wp k
=
gpG
◦
w kg
−1
p and h
σ
α = hα, the claim follows. If k(wp) 6= k, k˜ then hσα = hα and a similar
argument works on setting Ap(c1, d1) = hαa(t11, t
ν
11)h
−1
α in the notation of (3.25).
This leaves the case where k(wp) = k˜. We use the notation of (3.24). If we set g1 =
hαa(t11, t12)h
−1
α = Ap(c1, d1) for some c1, d1 ∈ k˜ then, using the equation hσα = −hατ ,
we have gσ1 = hαa(t
σ
12, t
σ
11)h
−1
α and so g2 = g
−1
1 g
−σ
1 is hαa((t11t
σ
12)
−1, (tσ11t12)
−1)h−1α .
Thus (g1, g2) ∈ G◦wp k. Finally, we have τp = hατh−1α and the last claim follows from
this.
4. An invariant measure on GL(2)
Assume now that k is a number field. In this section we choose an invariant measure
on GL(2) in both the local and adelic situations.
Let T ⊆ GL(2) be the set of diagonal matrices and N ⊆ GL(2) be the set of lower-
triangular matrices whose diagonal entries are 1. Then B = TN is a Borel subgroup of
GL(2). Let T+ = {λ = a(λ1, λ2) | λ1, λ2 ∈ R+} and K =
∏
v∈MKv where Kv = O(2)
if v ∈ MR, Kv = U(2) if v ∈ MC and Kv = GL(2)Ov if v ∈ Mf. The group GL(2)A
has the Iwasawa decomposition GL(2)A = KTANA and so any element g ∈ GL(2)A
can be expressed as g = κ(g)t(g)n(u(g)) where κ(g) ∈ K, t(g) = a(t1(g), t2(g)) and
u(g) ∈ A.
The measure du on A defined in section 2 induces an invariant measure on NA.
Since K is compact we can choose an invariant measure dκ on it so that the total
volume of K is 1. On TA we put d
×t = d×t1 d×t2 for t = a(t1, t2), where d×tj is the
measure on A× defined in section 2. Then db = |t1t−12 |−1 d×t du defines an invariant
measure on BA and dg = dκ db defines an invariant measure on GL(2)A.
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We make parallel definitions of invariant measures on GL(2)kv , Kv, Bkv , Nkv and
Tkv , which we denote by dgv, dκv, dbv, duv and d
×tv, respectively. As in section 2, we
denote the product of local measures on GA as follows
dprg =
∏
v
dgv .(4.1)
Then (see section 2) we have
du = |∆k|−1/2
∏
v
duv, d
×t = C−2k
∏
v
d×tv and so dg = |∆k|−1/2C−2k dprg.(4.2)
Let GL(2)0A = {g ∈ GL(2)A | | det(g)| = 1}. If, for λ ∈ R+, we define c(λ) = a(λ, λ)
then any element of GL(2)A may be written uniquely as g = c(λ)g
0 with g0 ∈ GL(2)0A.
We choose a Haar measure on GL(2)0A so that dg = 2d
×λ dg0. It is well-known that
the volume of GL(2)0A/GL(2)k with respect to dg
0 is
Vk = 1/Ress=1(Zk(s)/Zk(s + 1)) = C
−1
k Zk(2).(4.3)
As in section 2, we note that all these definitions apply equally well to the number
field k˜ and yield a measure on GL(2)
A˜
and so on. Having chosen an invariant measure
on GL(2) both locally and adelically, we also get local and adelic invariant measures
on G by taking the relevant product measures in each case.
5. The canonical measure on the stabilizer
In this section we shall define a measure on G◦xA for x ∈ V ssk which is canonical (in
a sense made precise by Proposition 5.16) and compute the volume of G◦xA/T˜AG
◦
xk
under this measure. We also make a canonical choice of measure on the stabilizer
quotient GA/G
◦
xA and define constants bx,v which will play an essential role in what
follows.
Before we begin this task it will be convenient for bookkeeping purposes to attach
to each orbit in V sskv where v ∈ M, an index which records the arithmetic properties
of v and of the extension of kv corresponding to the orbit. The orbit corresponding
to kv itself will have index (sp), (in) or (rm) according as v is in Msp, Min or Mrm.
The orbit corresponding to the unique unramified quadratic extension of kv will have
index (sp ur), (in ur) and (rm ur) for v ∈Msp, v ∈Min and v ∈Mrm respectively. An
orbit corresponding to a ramified quadratic extension of kv will have index (sp rm) if
v ∈Msp and (in rm) if v ∈Min. If v ∈Mrm then the orbits corresponding to ramified
quadratic extensions of kv are subdivided into three types; the one corresponding to
k˜ has index (rm rm)*, those corresponding to quadratic extensions k(x)/k such that
k(x) 6= k˜ and k˜ · k(x)/k˜ is unramified have index (rm rm ur) and those corresponding
to quadratic extensions k(x)/k such that k(x) 6= k˜ and k˜ · k(x)/k˜ is ramified have
index (rm rm rm). This last type can occur only if v ∈Mdy.
Let v ∈M and x ∈ V sskv . If v /∈Msp then v extends uniquely to a place of k˜ which
we also denote by v. In this case k˜v ∼= kv ⊗k k˜. We denote by k˜v(x) the compositum
of k˜v and kv(x).
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From section 3 we know that the group G◦xkv may be determined up to isomorphism
solely from the index of the orbit of x. In fact, if we define
Hxkv =

(k×v )
4 (sp),
(kv(x)
×)2 (sp ur), (sp rm),
(k˜×v )
2 (in), (rm), (in ur), (rm rm)*,
k˜v(x)
× otherwise,
(5.1)
for each of the various indices then G◦xkv
∼= Hxkv in all cases. We may regard Hxkv
as the kv-points of an algebraic group Hx defined over Ov and we shall do so below.
As in section 3, if kv(x)/kv is quadratic then we shall write ν for the generator
of Gal(kv(x)/kv). If k˜v(x) 6= k˜v then ν may also be regarded as the generator of
Gal(k˜v(x)/k˜v). Also the type of x ∈ V sskv will be the index attached to the orbit Gkvx.
We wish to introduce parameterizations for the elements of the stabilizer in the
various cases. If x is a point of type (sp), we write
sx(tx) = (a(t11, t12), a(t21, t22), a((t11t21)
−1, (t12t22)−1)) ,(5.2)
where tx = (t11, . . . , t22) ∈ (k×v )4. Let sx1(tx), sx2(tx), sx3(tx) be the three components
of sx(tx). If x is a point of type (sp ur) or (sp rm), we write
sx(tx) = (a(t11, t
ν
11), a(t21, t
ν
21), a((t11t21)
−1, (tν11t
ν
21)
−1)) ,(5.3)
where tx = (t11, t21) ∈ (k(x)×v )2. We use the notation sx1(tx) et cetera for this case
also. If x is a point of type (in) or (rm) then we write
sx(tx) = (a(t11, t12), a(Nk˜v/kv(t
−1
11 ),Nk˜v/kv(t
−1
12 )) ,(5.4)
where tx = (t11, t12) ∈ (k˜×v )2. We use the notation sx1(tx) et cetera for this case also.
If x is a point of type (in ur) or (rm rm)* then we write
sx(tx) = (a(t11, t12), a(t
σ
12, t
σ
11), a((t11t
σ
12)
−1, (tσ11t12)
−1)) ,(5.5)
where tx = (t11, t12) ∈ (k˜×v )2. We use the notation sx1(tx) et cetera for this case also.
Finally if x is a point of type (in rm), (rm ur), (rm rm ur) or (rm rm rm) then we
write
sx(tx) = (a(t11, t
ν
11), a(Nk˜v(x)/kv(x)(t
−1
11 ),Nk˜v(x)/kv(x)(t
−1
11 )
ν)) ,(5.6)
where tx = t11 ∈ k˜v(x)×. We use the notation sx1(tx) et cetera for this case also. On
Hxkv we define an invariant measure dtx,v as follows:
dtx,v =

d×t11v d×t12v d×t21v d×t22v (sp),
d×t11v d×t21v (sp ur), (sp rm),
d×t11v d×t12v (in), (rm), (in ur), (rm rm)*,
d×t11v otherwise.
(5.7)
We note that if v ∈ Mf then the volume of HxOv under this measure is 1 in every
case.
Suppose that x ∈ V sskv corresponds to a quadratic extension of kv. Then it is possible
to choose an element gx ∈ Gk(x) such that x = gxw. Consider the following condition
on such an element.
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Condition 5.8. g−1x g
ν
x = (−τ,−τ, τ) or (−τ, τ).
It is possible to find gx satisfying this condition for any x. Indeed, x = gxwpwp for
some gxwp ∈ Gkv and some choice of p. Then x = gxwpgpw and gx = gxwpgp ∈ Gkv(x)
satisfies the condition.
Proposition 5.9. If gx satisfies Condition 5.8 then
G◦x kv = gx{sx(tx) | tx ∈ Hxkv}g−1x .(5.10)
Proof. We have kv(x) = kv(wp) for some p. Since gx and gp both satisfy Condition
5.8, gxg
−1
p ∈ Gkv and if we put h = gxg−1p then hwp = x and so G◦x kv = hG◦wp kvh−1.
From section 3,
G◦wp kv = gp{sx(tx) | tx ∈ Hx kv}g−1p(5.11)
and the conclusion follows.
If x = gxw with gx ∈ Gkv then we need not impose any condition on gx.
Suppose now that gx ∈ Gkv(x), x = gxw and gx satisfies Condition 5.8 if kv(x) 6= kv.
Then we can define an isomorphism θgx : G
◦
x kv
→ Hx kv by setting θgx(gxsx(tx)g−1x ) =
tx. If gx1 and gx2 are two such elements then let h = gx2g
−1
x1 . Using the condition, we
see that h ∈ Gxkv . Also
θgx1(g) = s
−1
x (g
−1
x1 ggx1)
= s−1x (g
−1
x2 hgh
−1gx2)
= θgx2(hgh
−1)
(5.12)
and so θgx1 and θgx2 differ by the automorphism g 7→ hgh−1 of G◦x kv . Since G◦xkv is
abelian and Gxkv/G
◦
xkv
has order two, the automorphism g 7→ hgh−1 depends only
on the class of h in Gx kv/G
◦
xkv
and either is the identity (if h ∈ G◦xkv) or squares to
the identity (if h /∈ G◦x kv). In either case, this automorphism is measure preserving
and hence we may make the following definition without ambiguity.
Definition 5.13. Let dg′′x,v = θ
∗
gx(dtx,v) for any choice of gx ∈ Gkv(x) such that gxw =
x and gx satisfies Condition 5.8 if kv(x) 6= kv.
This establishes a choice of invariant measure on G◦x kv for each x ∈ V sskv .
We have
T˜kv =
{
{(t1I2, t2I2, (t1t2)−1I2)} in case (1),
{(t1I2,Nk˜v/kv(t1)−1I2)} in case (2),
(5.14)
and so T˜kv
∼= (k×v )2 in case (1) and T˜kv ∼= k˜×v in case (2). We use the measure
d×t˜v =
{
d×t1v d×t2v in case (1),
d×t1v in case (2),
(5.15)
on this group. We let dg˜′′x,v be the measure on G
◦
x kv
/T˜kv such that dg
′′
x,v = dg˜
′′
x,v d
×t˜v.
It is to achieve the following result that we have taken such pains with the definition
of the measures.
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Proposition 5.16. Suppose that x, y ∈ V sskv and that y = gxyx for some gxy ∈ Gkv .
Let igxy : G
◦
y kv
→ G◦xkv be the isomorphism igxy(g) = g−1xy ggxy. Then
dg′′y,v = i
∗
gxy(dg
′′
x,v) and dg˜
′′
y,v = i
∗
gxy(dg˜
′′
x,v) .(5.17)
Proof. Let gx be chosen as above and put gy = gxygx. Then gy ∈ Gkv(y) = Gkv(x),
gyw = y and if kv(y) 6= k then g−1y gνy = g−1x gνx, so that gy satisfies Condition 5.8 in
this case. It follows that
i∗gxy(dg
′′
x,v) = i
∗
gxyθ
∗
gx(dtx,v)
= (θgxigxy)
∗(dtx,v)
= θ∗gy(dty,v)
= dg′′y,v
(5.18)
because Hx kv = Hy kv and dtx,v = dty,v. This establishes the first claim and the second
then follows from the observation that igxy |T˜kv is the identity map.
We choose a left invariant measure dg′x,v on Gkv/G
◦
xkv
so that if Φ ∈ S(Vkv) then∫
Gkv /G
◦
x kv
|P (g′x,vx)|svΦ(g′x,vx)dg′x,v =
∫
Gkvx
|P (y)|s−2v Φ(y)dy ,(5.19)
where dy is the Haar measure such that the volume of VOv is one if v ∈Mf, Lebesgue
measure if v ∈ MR and 28 times Lebesgue measure if v ∈ MC. This is possible
because |P (y)|−2v dy is a Gkv -invariant measure on V sskv and each of the orbits Gkvx is
an open set in V sskv . Note that∫
Gkv/G
◦
x kv
|χ(g′x,v)|svΦ(g′x,vx)dg′x,v
= |P (x)|−sv
∫
Gkv /G
◦
kv
|P (g′x,vx)|svΦ(g′x,vx)dg′x,v
(5.20)
and so, from (5.19), this integral converges absolutely at least when Re(s) > 2. If
gxy ∈ Gkv satisfies y = gxyx and igxy is the inner automorphism g 7→ g−1xy ggxy of Gkv
then igxy(G
◦
y kv
) = G◦xkv and so igxy induces a map igxy : Gkv/G
◦
y kv
→ Gkv/G◦xkv . Since
the integral on the right hand side of (5.19) depends only on the orbit of x, it follows
that i∗gxy(dg
′
x,v) = dg
′
y,v.
Definition 5.21. For v ∈ M and x ∈ V sskv we let bx,v > 0 be the constant verifying
dgv = bx,v dg
′
x,v dg
′′
x,v, where dgv is the measure on Gkv chosen at the end of section 4.
Definition 5.22. For Φ ∈ S(Vkv) and s ∈ C we define
Zx,v(Φ, s) = bx,v
∫
Gkv/G
◦
x kv
|χ(g′x,v)|svΦ(g′x,vx)dg′x,v
= bx,v|P (x)|−sv
∫
Gkvx
|P (y)|s−2v Φ(y)dy .
Proposition 5.23. If x, y ∈ V sskv and Gkvx = Gkvy then bx,v = by,v.
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Proof. Since the group Gkv is unimodular i
∗
gx,ydgv = dgv. So
dgv = by,vdg
′
y,vdg
′′
y,v
= by,vi
∗
gx,ydg
′
x,vi
∗
gx,ydg
′′
x,v= by,vb
−1
x,vi
∗
gx,ydgv
= by,vb
−1
x,vdgv .
Therefore bx,v = by,v.
Let dprg
′′
x =
∏
v dg
′′
x,v, dprg˜
′′
x =
∏
v dg˜
′′
x,v and d
×
prt˜ =
∏
v d
×t˜v, where d×t˜v is defined in
(5.15).
Proposition 5.24. Suppose x ∈ V ssk and k(x) 6= k, k˜. Then, with respect to the
measure dprg˜
′′
x, the volume of G
◦
xA/T˜AG
◦
xk is 2Ck˜(x)/Ck˜.
Proof. Identifying T˜ with GL(1)k˜ and G
◦
x with GL(1)k˜(x), we define T˜
1
A (resp. G
◦1
xA)
to be the set of ideles of k˜ (resp. k˜(x)) with absolute value one. Let d×prt˜
1 and dprg
′′
x
1
be the measures on T˜ 1A and G
◦1
xA, such that dprg
′′
x = d
×λdprg′′x
1, d×prt˜ = d
×λd×prt˜
1 for
g′′x = λk˜(x)g
′′
x
1, t˜ = λk˜ t˜
1.
Note that if λ ∈ R+ then the absolute value of λk˜ as an idele of k˜(x) is λ2. Therefore,
dprg
′′
x = 2d
×λdprg′′x
1 for g′′x = λk˜g
′′
x
1. Since dprg
′′
x = d
×
prt˜dprg˜
′′
x this implies that 2dprg
′′
x
1 =
d×prt˜
1dprg˜
′′
x. So
2
∫
G◦1xA/G
◦
x k
dprg
′′
x
1 =
∫
G◦1xA/G
◦
x kT˜
1
A
dprg˜
′′
x
∫
T˜ 1
A
/T˜k
d×prt˜
1
= vol(G◦1xA/T˜
1
AG
◦
xk)
∫
T˜ 1
A
/T˜k
d×prt˜
1 .
Since ∫
G◦1xA/G
◦
x k
dprg˜
′′
x
1 = Ck˜(x) and
∫
T˜ 1
A
/T˜k
d×prt˜
1 = Ck˜
this proves the proposition.
6. A preliminary mean value theorem and
the formulation of its proof
In this section we introduce the global zeta function of the prehomogeneous vector
space (G, V ) and recall from [27] its most basic analytic properties. The zeta function
is approximately the Dirichlet generating series for the sequence vol(G◦xA/T˜AG
◦
x k). If
it were exactly this generating series then our work would be almost complete, since
Tauberian theory would allow us to extract the mean value of the coefficients from
the analytic behavior of the series. Unfortunately, the actual zeta function contains
an additional factor in each term and we proceed to explain the filtering process by
which this difficulty may be surmounted. This leads us, on the basis of a number of
assumptions, to a preliminary form of the mean value theorem that is our goal. The
validity of these assumptions is demonstrated in later sections. The final form of the
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theorem, which differs from the preliminary form mostly in being more explicit, is
given in the next section.
Let GA = G1A ×G2A, let dg1 and dg2 be the measures on G1A and G2A which were
defined in section 4 and put dg = dg1 dg2 for g = (g1, g2); this is a Haar measure on
GA. Write G˜ = G/T˜ , so that V is a faithful representation of G˜. Since T˜ ∼= GL(1)k˜
as groups over k, the first Galois cohomology group of T˜ is trivial and it follows that
G˜F ∼= GF/T˜F for any field F ⊇ k. Thus G˜A ∼= GA/T˜A and G˜A/G˜k ∼= GA/T˜AGk.
Let d×prt˜ be the measure on T˜A defined immediately before Proposition 5.24. Then
d×t˜ = C−1
k˜
d×prt˜ is the measure on T˜A compatible under the isomorphism T˜A ∼= A˜× with
the measure defined on A˜× in section 2. We choose the measure dg˜ on G˜A which
satisfies dg = dg˜ d×t˜. Similarly, we choose the measure dg˜v on G˜kv which satisfies
dgv = dg˜v d
×t˜v. Let dprg˜ =
∏
v dg˜v. Using (4.2) we obtain
dg˜ = |∆k∆k˜|−1/2C−2k C−1k˜ dprg˜ .(6.1)
Definition 6.2. Let L0 = {x ∈ V ssk | k(x) 6= k, k˜}. For Φ ∈ S(VA) and s ∈ C we
define
Z(Φ, s) =
∫
GA/T˜AGk
|χ(g˜)|s
∑
x∈L0
Φ(g˜x)dg˜ .
The integral Z(Φ, s) is called the global zeta function of (G, V ). It was proved in
[27] that the integral converges (absolutely and uniformly on compacta) if Re(s) is
sufficiently large. However, a slightly different formulation was used in [27] and it is
necessary to say a few words about the translation from that paper to this.
The definition of the zeta function used in [27] is stated in Definition (2.10) of that
paper. For our purposes we shall always take the character ω appearing there to be
the trivial character. The domain of integration used in [27] is R+ × G0A/Gk, where
G0A = G
0
1A×G02A is the set of elements of GA both of whose entries have determinant
of idele norm 1. We have (R+ × G0A)/T˜ 1A ∼= G˜A via the map which sends the class of
(λ, g0) to the class of (1, c(λ))g0. In [27], R+ ×G0A is made to act on VA by requiring
that (λ, 1) acts by multiplication by λ and the above isomorphism is compatible with
this.
We must compare the measure dg˜ on G˜A with the measure d
×λ dg0 which was used
in [27]. We have G˜A ∼= (R2+×G0A)/(R+×T˜ 1A) where R+×T˜ 1A is included in R2+×G0A via
(λ, t˜) 7→ (λ, λ−1, t˜) and R2+×G0A maps onto G˜A via (λ1, λ2, g0) 7→ (c(λ˜1), c(λ2))g0 · T˜A.
In this quotient we have chosen the measure dg˜ to be compatible with the measures
4d×λ1 d×λ2 dg0 on R2+ × G0A and d×λ d×t˜1 on R+ × T˜ 1A, where the volume of T˜ 1A/T˜k
under d×t˜1 is 1 (as in section 2). From this it follows that the measures 4d×λ dg0 and
d×t˜1 are compatible with the measure dg˜ in the quotient (R+ ×G0A)/T˜ 1A ∼= G˜A.
Furthermore, |χ(1, c(λ))| = λ4 and so if Z∗(Φ, s) denotes the zeta function studied
in [27] then we have Z(Φ, s) = 4Z∗(Φ, 4s). In [27], Corollary 8.16 it is shown that
Z∗(Φ, s) has a meromorphic continuation to the region Re(s) > 6 with a simple pole
at s = 8 with residue VkVk˜Φ̂(0). Thus we arrive at
Theorem 6.3. The zeta function Z(Φ, s) has a meromorphic continuation to the
region Re(s) > 3/2 with a simple pole at s = 2 with residue VkVk˜Φ̂(0).
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Note that Φ̂(0) is the Fourier transform of Φ evaluated at the origin and so is simply
the integral of Φ over the VA. We define Σ(Φ) = Φ̂(0) for Φ ∈ S(VA). For v ∈M and
Φv ∈ S(Vkv) we can define the local version of the distribution Σ(Φ) by
Σv(Φv) =
∫
Vkv
Φv(y)dy.(6.4)
Since the coordinate system of V consists of four coordinates in k and two coordinates
in k˜, if Φ = ⊗vΦv then
Σ(Φ) = |∆k|−2|∆k˜|−1
∏
v
Σv(Φv).(6.5)
This completes our review of the analytic properties of the global zeta function.
Before we can rewrite Z(Φ, s) in a form which makes this analytic information bear
on the problem at hand we must return briefly to the local situation.
Let v ∈Mf. If F/kv is a quadratic extension then F is generated over kv by either
of the roots of some irreducible polynomial p(z) = z2 + a1z + a2 ∈ kv[z]. In fact, this
polynomial may always be chosen to satisfy the more stringent condition that OF is
generated over Ov by either of the roots of p(z). If this condition is satisfied then the
discriminant of p(z) generates the ideal ∆F/kv . We wish to recall how this may be
achieved in each case.
Recall that p(z) ∈ kv[z] is called an Eisenstein polynomial if a1 ∈ pv and a2 ∈ pv\p2v.
If F/kv is a ramified extension then there is always an Eisenstein polynomial whose
roots generate F over kv and any such polynomial will satisfy the stronger condition
stated above. For each v ∈Mf, kv has a unique unramified quadratic extension. If F
is this extension and v /∈ Mdy then we may satisfy the stronger condition simply by
taking p(z) with a1 = 0 and −a2 any non-square unit in kv. If v ∈Mdy then we must
instead take p(z) to be an Artin-Schreier polynomial, which means, by definition, that
p(z) is irreducible in kv[z], a1 = −1 and a2 is a unit. Note that p stays irreducible
modulo pv in this case by Hensel’s lemma.
For each v ∈Mf we choose a list of representatives wv,1, . . . , wv,Nv , one for each of
the Gkv -orbits in V
ss
kv
, in such a way that P (wv,i) generates the ideal ∆k(wv,i)/kv for
i = 1, . . . , Nv. This is possible, in light of the previous paragraph, if we take each wv,i
to equal wp for a suitable p(z) ∈ kv[z]. In the special case where k(wv,i) = kv we take
wv,i = wp for p(z) = z
2 − z. For v ∈ M∞ we require instead that |P (wv,i)|v = 1 for
i = 1, . . . , Nv, which is clearly possible. In both cases we assume for convenience that
wv,1 represents the orbit corresponding to kv itself. This done, if F/k is a quadratic
extension then let ωv,iv(F ) represent the orbit corresponding to Fv/kv (with iv(F ) = 1
if v splits in F ). Then we have
N(∆F/k)
−1 =
∏
v∈Mf
Nv(∆F/k,v)
−1 =
∏
v∈Mf
|P (wv,iv(F ))|v =
∏
v∈M
|P (wv,iv(F ))|v .(6.6)
For x ∈ L0 and Φ = ⊗Φv ∈ S(VA) we define the orbital zeta function of x to be
Zx(Φ, s) =
∏
v∈MZx,v(Φv, s). If x lies in the orbit of wv,i in V
ss
kv then we shall write
Ξx,v(Φv, s) = Zwv,i,v(Φv, s) and Ξx(Φ, s) =
∏
v∈MΞx,v(Φv, s). We call Ξx,v(Φv, s) the
standard local zeta function and Ξx(Φv, s) the standard orbital zeta function.
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Proposition 6.7. For x ∈ L0 and Φ = ⊗Φv ∈ S(VA) we have
Zx(Φ, s) = N(∆k(x)/k)
−sΞx(Φ, s) .
Proof. For each v ∈M let iv(x) be such that x ∈ Gkvwv,iv(x). Then, from (5.22),
Zx,v(Φv, s) = bx,v|P (x)|−sv
∫
Gkvx
|P (y)|s−2v Φv(y) dy
=
|P (wv,iv(x))|sv
|P (x)|sv
· bwv,iv(x),v|P (wv,iv(x))|sv
∫
Gkvwv,iv(x)
|P (y)|s−2v Φv(y) dy
=
|P (wv,iv(x))|sv
|P (x)|sv
· Zwv,iv(x),v(Φv, s)
=
|P (wv,iv(x))|sv
|P (x)|sv
· Ξx,v(Φv, s)
(6.8)
where we have used Proposition 5.23 in passing from the first line to the second.
Applying (6.6) to F = k(x) we find that
∏
v∈M |P (wv,iv(x))|sv = N(∆k(x)/k)−s. Since
x ∈ V ssk , P (x) ∈ k× and so the Artin product formula implies that
∏
v∈M |P (x)|v = 1.
Now taking the product over all v ∈M on both sides of (6.8) proves the identity.
For convenience, we introduce the abbreviation
R1 = |∆k|− 12 |∆k˜|−
1
2C−2k C
−2
k˜
.(6.9)
Proposition 6.10. If Φ = ⊗Φv ∈ S(VA) then we have
Z(Φ, s) = R1
∑
x∈Gk\L0
N(∆k(x)/k)
−sCk˜(x)Ξx(Φ, s) .
Proof. From Definition 6.2 we have
Z(Φ, s) =
∑
x∈Gk\L0
∫
GA/T˜AGk
|χ(g˜)|s
∑
γ∈Gk/Gx k
Φ(g˜γx) dg˜
=
∑
x∈Gk\L0
∫
GA/T˜AGx k
|χ(g˜)|sΦ(g˜x) dg˜
= 1
2
∑
x∈Gk\L0
∫
GA/T˜AG
◦
x k
|χ(g˜)|sΦ(g˜x) dg˜ since [Gx k : G◦xk] = 2
= 1
2
R1Ck˜
∑
x∈Gk\L0
∫
GA/T˜AG◦x k
|χ(g˜)|sΦ(g˜x) dprg˜ by (6.1)
= 1
2
R1Ck˜
∑
x∈Gk\L0
(∏
v
bx,v
) ∫
GA/G
◦
x A
|χ(g˜′)|sΦ(g˜′x) dprg˜′
·
∫
G◦x A/T˜AG
◦
x k
dprg˜
′′ by Definition 5.21
= 1
2
R1Ck˜
∑
x∈Gk\L0
(∏
v
Zx,v(Φv, s)
) · vol(G◦xA/T˜AG◦x k) by Definition 5.22
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= R1
∑
x∈Gk\L0
Zx(Φ, s)Ck˜(x) by Proposition 5.24
= R1
∑
x∈Gk\L0
N(∆k(x)/k)
−sCk˜(x)Ξx(Φ, s) by Proposition 6.7.
We are now ready to describe the filtering process. This process was originally used
in [5] and is described in a general setting in [28], §0.5. Our discussion will follow
this latter reference, but with simplifications arising from the fact that we know the
residue of the global zeta function explicitly (by Theorem 6.3).
We set S0 = M∞ ∪Mrm ∪Mdy and fix a finite set S ⊇ S0 of places of k. For each
finite subset T ⊇ S of M we consider T -tuples ωT = (ωv)v∈T where each ωv is one
of the standard orbital representatives, wv,i, for the orbits in V
ss
kv
chosen above. If
x ∈ V ssk and x ∈ Gkvωv then we write x ≈ ωv and if x ≈ ωv for all v ∈ T then we
write x ≈ ωT .
For later purposes, it is convenient to make the following definition.
Definition 6.11. For any v ∈Mf, Φv,0 is the characteristic function of VOv .
Let Ξx,v(s) = Ξx,v(Φv,0, s) and Ξx,T (s) =
∏
v/∈T Ξx,v(s). From the integral defin-
ing Ξx,v(s) it follows that for v /∈ S0 this function may be expressed as Ξx,v(s) =∑∞
n=−∞ ax,v,nq
−ns
v for certain numerical coefficients ax,v,n. In section 8 we shall estab-
lish the following condition.
Condition 6.12. For all v /∈ S0 and all x ∈ V sskv we have ax,v,n = 0 for n < 0,
ax,v,0 = 1 and ax,v,n ≥ 0 for all n.
Suppose that we have Dirichlet series Li(s) =
∑∞
m=1 ℓi,mm
−s for i = 1, 2. If ℓ1,m ≤
ℓ2,m for all m ≥ 1 then we shall write L1(s) 4 L2(s). In section 9 we shall establish
that for every v /∈ S0 there exists a Dirichlet series Lv(s) =
∑∞
n=0 ℓv,nq
−ns
v which
satisfies the following condition.
Condition 6.13. (1) For all v /∈ S0 and x ∈ V sskv , Ξx,v(s) 4 Lv(s).
(2) The series defining Lv(s) converges to a holomorphic function in the region
Re(s) > 1 and the product
∏
v/∈S0 Lv(s) converges absolutely and locally uni-
formly in the region Re(s) > 3/2.
(3) For all v /∈ S0, ℓv,0 = 1 and ℓv,n ≥ 0 for all n.
For any T ⊇ S we define LT (s) =
∏
v/∈T Lv(s). Both Ξx,T (s) and LT (s) are Dirichlet
series and if we let
Ξx,T (s) =
∞∑
m=1
a∗x,T,mm
−s and LT (s) =
∞∑
m=1
ℓ∗T,mm
−s(6.14)
then a∗x,T,m (resp. ℓ
∗
T,m) is the sum of the terms
∏
v/∈T ax,v,nv (resp.
∏
v/∈T ℓv,nv) over
all possible factorizations m =
∏
v/∈T q
nv
v . Since only finitely-many places, v, of k can
have qv equal to a power of a particular prime, the number of such factorizations is
finite. Also, in any such factorization, nv = 0 for all but finitely-many v, and so this
sum is well-defined. It follows from Conditions 6.12 and 6.13 that 0 ≤ a∗x,T,m ≤ ℓ∗T,m
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and a∗x,T,1 = 1 for all x ∈ V ssk , all T ⊇ S and allm ≥ 1. We shall use these observations
in the proof of Theorem 6.22 below.
We define
ξωT (s) =
∑
x∈Gk\L0,x≈ωT
N(∆k(x)/k)
−sCk˜(x)Ξx,T (s)(6.15)
and
ξωS ,T (s) =
∑
x∈Gk\L0,x≈ωS
N(∆k(x)/k)
−sCk˜(x)Ξx,T (s) ,(6.16)
which is the sum of ξωT (s) over all ωT = (ωv)v∈T which extend the fixed S-tuple ωS.
In order to determine the analytic properties of these Dirichlet series we require the
following result.
Lemma 6.17. Let v ∈ M, x ∈ V sskv and r ∈ C. Then there exists Φv ∈ S(Vkv) such
that the support of Φv is contained in Gkvx, Zx,v(Φv, s) is an entire function and
Zx,v(Φv, r) 6= 0.
Proof. The set Gkvx is open and y 7→ |P (y)|r−2v is a continuous function on it. We
may therefore find an open set U containing x, having compact closure U¯ ⊆ Gkvx
and such that ∣∣|P (y)|r−2v − |P (x)|r−2v ∣∣ < 12 |P (x)|r−2v(6.18)
for y ∈ U¯ . We can then choose Φv ∈ S(Vkv) in such a way that supp(Φv) ⊆ U¯ and∫
U¯
Φv(y) dy = 1. Now (6.18) implies that |P (y)|v doesn’t vanish on U¯ and hence it
is bounded both above and below by positive constants on this compactum. Thus
Zx,v(Φv, s) is entire. The inequality (6.18) also implies that∣∣Zx,v(Φv, r)− bx,v|P (x)|−2v ∣∣ ≤ 12bx,v|P (x)|−2v
and hence Zx,v(Φv, r) 6= 0.
Proposition 6.19. Let T ⊇ S be a finite set of places of k and ωT be a T -tuple,
as above. The Dirichlet series ξωT (s) has a meromorphic continuation to the region
Re(s) > 3/2. Its only possible singularity in this region is a simple pole at s = 2 with
residue
R2
∏
v∈T
b−1ωv ,v|P (ωv)|2v
where
R2 = Ress=1 ζk(s) ·Ress=1 ζk˜(s) · Zk(2)Zk˜(2)/|∆k| .
Proof. For each v ∈ T we choose Φv ∈ S(Vkv) such that supp(Φv) ⊆ Gkvωv. Let
Φ =
⊗
v∈T Φv⊗
⊗
v/∈T Φv,0 ∈ S(VA). For v ∈ T we have Ξx,v(Φv, s) = 0 unless x ≈ ωv
and hence
Z(Φ, s) = R1
(∏
v∈T
Ξωv,v(Φv, s)
) ∑
x∈Gk\L0,x≈ωT
N(∆k(x)/k)
−sCk˜(x)Ξx,T (s)
= R1
(∏
v∈T
Ξωv,v(Φv, s)
)
ξωT (s)
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by Proposition 6.10. Using Lemma 6.17 and Theorem 6.3, this formula implies the
first statement.
Now choose Φv for v ∈ T so that Ξωv,v(Φv, 2) 6= 0. It follows directly from the
definition that Ξωv,v(Φv, 2) = bωv,v|P (ωv)|−2v Σv(Φv) for all v ∈ T and so the residue of
ξωT (s) at s = 2 is
R
−1
1
(∏
v∈T
b−1ωv,v|P (ωv)|2v
)(∏
v∈T
Σv(Φv)
)−1
Ress=2Z(Φ, s) .
We have Σv(Φv,0) = 1 for v /∈ T and hence
Ress=2 Z(Φ, s) = VkVk˜|∆k|−2|∆k˜|−1
∏
v∈T
Σv(Φv) .
Combining the last two equations shows that the residue of ξωT (s) at s = 2 is
R
−1
1 VkVk˜|∆k|−2|∆k˜|−1
(∏
v∈T
b−1ωv,v|P (ωv)|2v
)
and using the definition of R1 and the values of Vk and Vk˜ (see the end of section 4)
gives the second claim.
Corollary 6.20. The Dirichlet series ξωS ,T (s) has a meromorphic continuation to
the region Re(s) > 3/2. Its only possible singularity in this region is a simple pole at
s = 2 with residue
R2
(∏
v∈S
b−1ωv,v|P (ωv)|2v
) · ∏
v∈T\S
∑
x
(
b−1x,v|P (x)|2v
)
where the sum is over the complete set, {x}, of standard orbit representatives for
Gkv\V sskv .
Proof. We have ξωS ,T (s) =
∑
ωT
ξωT (s) where the sum is over all T -tuples ωT which
extend the S-tuple ωS. The claim follows immediately.
We let Ev =
∑
x b
−1
x,v|P (x)|2v for v /∈ S0 where the sum is over all standard repre-
sentatives, x, for orbits in Gkv\V sskv . In section 7 we shall prove that the following
condition holds.
Condition 6.21. The product
∏
v/∈S0 Ev converges to a positive number.
We are now ready to state and prove, subject to Conditions 6.12, 6.13 and 6.21,
the theorem which is the goal of this section.
Theorem 6.22. Let S ⊇ S0 be a finite set of places of k and ωS be an S-tuple of
standard orbital representatives. Then
lim
X→∞
X−2
∑
x∈Gk\L0,x≈ωS
N(∆k(x)/k)≤X
Ck˜(x) =
1
2
R2
∏
v∈S
(
b−1ωv ,v|P (ωv)|2v
) ·∏
v/∈S
Ev .
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Proof. In the following, sums over x will be understood to include the conditions
x ∈ Gk\L0 and x ≈ ωS as well as any further conditions which may be explicitly
imposed. We have ξωS ,T (s) =
∑∞
m=1 cmm
−s where
cm =
∑
x,n,N(∆k(x)/k)n=m
Ck˜(x)a
∗
x,T,n .
Applying the Tauberian theorem ([20], p. 464, Theorem I) to ξωS ,T (s) we obtain, in
light of Corollary 6.20,
lim
X→∞
X−2
∑
x,n,N(∆k(x)/k)n≤X
Ck˜(x)a
∗
x,T,n =
1
2
R2
(∏
v∈S
b−1ωv,v|P (ωv)|2v
) · ∏
v∈T\S
Ev .
We shall denote the right-hand side of this equation by LT . Note that L = limT→MLT
is the right-hand side of the equation in the statement. Since a∗x,T,n ≥ 0 for all n and
a∗x,T,1 = 1 we obtain
limX→∞X−2
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)≤X
Ck˜(x) ≤ LT
for all T and so limX→∞X−2
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)≤X Ck˜(x) ≤ L. It follows that there is a
constant C such that
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)≤X Ck˜(x) ≤ CX2 for all X > 0 (note that if X < 1
then the sum is 0). Furthermore,∑
N(∆k(x)/k)≤X
Ck˜(x) =
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)n≤X
Ck˜(x)a
∗
x,T,n −
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)n≤X,n≥2
Ck˜(x)a
∗
x,T,n
≥
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)n≤X
Ck˜(x)a
∗
x,T,n −
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)n≤X,n≥2
Ck˜(x)ℓ
∗
T,n
=
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)n≤X
Ck˜(x)a
∗
x,T,n −
∞∑
n=2
ℓ∗T,n
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)≤X/n
Ck˜(x)
≥
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)n≤X
Ck˜(x)a
∗
x,T,n − CX2
∞∑
n=2
ℓ∗T,nn
−2
=
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)n≤X
Ck˜(x)a
∗
x,T,n − CX2(LT (2)− 1) .
It follows that, for all T ⊇ S,
limX→∞X−2
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)≤X
Ck˜(x) ≥ LT − C(LT (2)− 1)
and letting T →M we obtain
limX→∞X−2
∑
N(∆k(x)/k)≤X
Ck˜(x) ≥ L
since limT→MLT (2) = 1. The theorem follows.
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The remainder of this paper and its companion [17] are devoted to verifying the
conditions enunciated in this section and to evaluating the constants which appear
in Theorem 6.22. In the next section we make use of the results of this work to state
the theorem in a more explicit form.
7. The Mean Value Theorem
In this section we shall derive a more explicit and convenient mean value theorem
from Theorem 6.22. Throughout, k will be a number field and k˜ a fixed quadratic
extension of k. If F1 and F2 are distinct quadratic extensions of k, neither equal to
k˜, then we shall call F1 and F2 paired (with respect to k˜) if F2 ⊆ F1 · k˜. Since this
condition uniquely determines F2 from F1, we may write F2 = F
∗
1 if F2 and F1 are
paired. Our first result will be used below to express Ck˜(x) in terms of Ck(x) and Ck(x)∗
for x ∈ L0.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that L/k is a biquadratic extension of number fields and
that k1, k2 and k3 are the quadratic extensions of k contained in L. Then CL =
C−2k Ck1Ck2Ck3.
Proof. This identity is perhaps the simplest instance of what is known as a Brauer
relation (see [1], p. 162, for instance). For the reader’s convenience we sketch the
proof from the theory of the Dedekind zeta function. Using Theorem 1.1, Chapter
XII of [18], p. 230 we have the factorization
ζL(s) = ζk(s)L(s, χ1)L(s, χ2)L(s, χ3) ,
where χj is the idele class character of k corresponding by class field theory to kj.
Multiplying both sides of this identity by ζk(s)
2 we obtain
ζL(s)ζk(s)
2 = ζk1(s)ζk2(s)ζk3(s) .(7.2)
Since Ress=1 ζF (s) = CF/|∆F |1/2, it follows that
CLC
2
k|∆L∆2k|−1/2 = Ck1Ck2Ck3|∆k1∆k2∆k3|−1/2 .
Recall that we have a functional equation
ζF (1− s) = (2−2r2(F )π−[F :Q]|∆F |)s−1/2 Γ(s/2)
r1(F )Γ(s)r2(F )
Γ((1− s)/2)r1(F )Γ(1− s)r2(F ) ζF (s) ,
where r1(F ) denotes the number of real places of F and r2(F ) the number of complex
places of F . It is easy to check that [L : Q] + 2[k : Q] =
∑3
j=1[kj : Q] and ri(L) +
2ri(k) =
∑3
j=1 ri(kj) for i = 1, 2. Comparing the factors in the functional equation on
both sides of (7.2) now shows that |∆L∆2k| = |∆k1∆k2∆k3 | and the identity follows.
For notational compactness we shall set εv(x) = b
−1
x,v|P (x)|2v for all v ∈ M and
x ∈ V sskv . These constants are related to the quantities calculated in later sections by
the following result.
Lemma 7.3. Let v ∈Mf and x ∈ V sskv . Then
εv(x) = vol(Kv ∩G◦xkv)vol(Kvx)
where the first volume is evaluated with respect to the canonical measure dg′′x,v on G
◦
xkv
and the second with respect to the measure on Vkv under which VOv has volume 1.
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Index εv(x)
(sp) 1
2
(1 + q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
(in) 1
2
(1− q−1v )(1− q−4v )
(rm) 1
2
(1− q−2v )2
(sp ur) 1
2
(1− q−1v )3(1− q−2v )
(sp rm) 1
2
q−1v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )3
(in ur) 1
2
(1− q−1v )(1− q−4v )
(in rm) 1
2
q−1v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )(1− q−4v )
(rm ur) 1
2
(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )
(rm rm)* 1
2
q−2v (1− q−2v )2
(rm rm ur) 1
2
q−2v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )
Table 1. εv(x) for v finite and non-dyadic
Proof. We have
1 =
∫
Kv
dgv
= bx,v
∫
KvG◦x kv/G
◦
x kv
dg′x,v ·
∫
Kv∩G◦x kv
dg′′x,v by Definition 5.21
= bx,vvol(Kv ∩G◦x kv)
∫
Kvx
|P (y)|−2v dy
by (5.19) with s = 0 and Φ the characteristic function of Kvx. But |P (y)|v = |P (x)|v
for all y ∈ Kvx and so 1 = bx,vvol(Kv ∩G◦xkv)|P (x)|−2v vol(Kvx).
Using this formula for εv(x) and the results of sections 10 and 11 we may determine
the values of εv(x) for all v /∈ Mdy ∪M∞ and all standard orbital representatives
x ∈ V sskv . We record the results in Table 1 below.
The first column displays the index of the orbit and the second, εv(x), where x
is the standard representative for the orbit. The values of vol(Kv ∩ G◦xkv) which we
use here are contained in Propositions 10.2, 10.3, 10.5 and 10.6 and the values of
vol(Kvx) in Propositions 11.13, 11.14 and 11.25.
The infinite and dyadic places of k both require special treatment. We shall begin
with the infinite places as the easier of the two. We extend a classical notation (r1
for the number of real places and r2 for the number of complex places) by letting r11
be the number of real places of k which split in k˜ and r12 the number of real places
of k which ramify in k˜.
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Proposition 7.4. For any S-tuple ωS we have∏
v∈M∞
εv(ωv) = 2
2r2−r11π3r11+2r12+3r2 .
In particular, the product does not depend on ωS.
Proof. For the standard orbital representatives, x, at the infinite places we have re-
quired that |P (x)|v = 1 and so εv(x) = b−1x,v. If v is a real place of k which splits
in k˜ then V sskv is the union of two orbits with indices (sp) and (sp rm) respectively.
From Propositions 12.1 and 12.5 we see that εv(ωv) =
1
2
π3 for both these orbits. In
the product, the total contribution from these places is thus 2−r11π3r11 . If v is a real
place of k which ramifies in k˜ then V sskv is the union of two orbits with indices (rm)
and (rm rm)* respectively. From Propositions 12.3 and 12.6 we see that εv(ωv) = π
2
for both these orbits. In the product, the total contribution from these places is thus
π2r12 . Finally, if v is a complex place of k then V sskv consists of a single orbit with index
(sp) and, from Proposition 12.1, εv(ωv) = 4π
3 for this orbit. The total contribution to
the product from the complex places of k is thus 22r2π3r2 and the formula follows.
When v ∈Mdy we shall not calculate the constants εv(x) individually in all cases.
Rather we shall sometimes calculate the sum of the εv(x) over a set of orbits with
similar arithmetical properties. This is because if v ∈ Mdy, it is difficult to find the
number of ramified quadratic extensions. This leads to a final version of Theorem 6.22
which contains no unevaluated constants, but which employs an equivalence relation,
denoted by ≍, coarser than the relation ≈. Our next task is to define this relation.
Recall that, for x, y ∈ V sskv , we write x ≈ y if and only if kv(x) = kv(y) (we have
previously used this notation only when y was a standard orbital representative, but
the extension is convenient here). If v /∈Mdy or if v ∈Mdy but kv(x)/kv is unramified
(including the case kv(x) = kv) then x ≍ y will have the same meaning as x ≈ y.
Suppose now that v ∈Mdy and that kv(x)/kv is ramified. If the type of x is (sp rm)
or (in rm) then we shall write x ≍ y if and only if ∆kv(x)/kv = ∆kv(y)/kv . If the type
of x is (rm rm)* or (rm rm ur) then we write x ≍ y if and only if y has the same
type as x. Finally, if x has type (rm rm rm) then we write x ≍ y if and only if
∆kv(x)/kv = ∆kv(y)/kv and ∆k˜v(x)/k˜v = ∆k˜v(y)/k˜v . This defines an equivalence relation
on V sskv for all places v of k. If ωS is an S-tuple of standard orbital representatives
and x ∈ L0 then we write x ≍ ωS to mean that x ≍ ωv for all v ∈ S.
The grouping of dyadic orbits is differently expressed in [17] and we must explain the
connection between the two formulations. For any v ∈Mdy we shall put 2Ov = pmvv .
If x ∈ V sskv then let ∆kv(x)/kv = pδx,vv and, if v /∈ Msp, also let ∆k˜v/kv = pδ˜vv and
∆k˜v(x)/k˜v = p˜
δ˜x,v
v . It is well-known that if kv(x)/kv is ramified and v is dyadic then
δx,v takes one of the values 2, 4, . . . , 2mv, 2mv + 1. In [17] we introduce a natural
number lev(k1, k2), the level of k1 and k2, which is defined whenever k1 and k2 are
ramified quadratic extensions of a local field. Let us write λx,v = lev(kv(x), k˜v) when
v ∈Mrm ∩Mdy and kv(x)/kv is ramified. If δx,v 6= δ˜v then
λx,v = min{⌊12(δx,v + 1)⌋, ⌊12(δ˜v + 1)⌋} ,(7.5)
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Index εv(x)
(sp) 1
2
(1 + q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
(in) 1
2
(1− q−1v )(1− q−4v )
(rm) 1
2
(1− q−2v )2
(sp ur) 1
2
(1− q−1v )3(1− q−2v )
(in ur) 1
2
(1− q−1v )(1− q−4v )
(rm ur) 1
2
(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )
(rm rm)* 1
2
q
−2δ˜v−2⌊δ˜v/2⌋
v (1− q−2v )2
(rm rm ur) q−2δ˜vv (1− 12q−2⌊δ˜v/2⌋v )(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )
Table 2. εv(x) for ungrouped dyadic orbits
but if δx,v = δ˜v then λx,v may take any value from this minimum up to δx,v. We have
the relation
δ˜x,v = 2(δx,v − λx,v)(7.6)
and so, with ∆kv(x)/kv fixed, ∆k˜v(x)/k˜v and lev(kv(x), k˜v) determine one another. Thus
the grouping of dyadic orbits with index (rm rm rm) in [17], by discriminant and level
with k˜v, coincides with the grouping defined here.
If x is a standard orbital representative in V sskv for any v ∈M then let us write
ε¯v(x) =
∑
y≍x
εv(y)
where the sum is over standard orbital representatives which satisfy y ≍ x. Thus
ε¯v(x) = εv(x) unless v ∈Mdy and kv(x)/kv is ramified. Also y ≍ x implies that x and
y have the same type and since there is only one orbit corresponding to each of the
indices (rm rm)* and (rm rm ur), ε¯v(x) = εv(x) if x is the standard representative
for either of these orbits. In Table 2 we collect the values of the constants εv(x) for
those dyadic orbits having ε¯v(x) = εv(x) and in Table 3 we collect the values of the
constants ε¯v(x) for the remaining dyadic orbits.
The values of vol(Kvx) and vol(Kv ∩ G◦x kv) used to determine the entries in the
two tables were drawn from Propositions 10.2, 10.3, 10.5, 11.13, 11.24 of this paper
and Propositions 4.3, 5.21, 5.27 and Corollary 5.28 of [17]. In Table 3, the second
column records the conditions on δx,v, δ˜v and λx,v under which the entry is valid.
From (7.5) and the observations made in the previous paragraph it is easy to see that
the available conditions are exhaustive.
It will be convenient to extend the notation of section 6 by writing
Ev =
∑
x
εv(x)
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Index Conditions ε¯v(x)
(sp rm) δx,v ≤ 2mv q−δx,v/2v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )3
(sp rm) δx,v = 2mv + 1 q
−(mv+1)
v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )3
(in rm) δx,v ≤ 2mv q−δx,v/2v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )(1− q−4v )
(in rm) δx,v = 2mv + 1 q
−(mv+1)
v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )(1− q−4v )
(rm rm rm) δx,v 6= δ˜v, δx,v ≤ 2mv q−(δx,v/2+λx,v)v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )2
(rm rm rm) δx,v 6= δ˜v, δx,v = 2mv + 1 q−(mv+λx,v+1)v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
(rm rm rm) δx,v = δ˜v ≤ 2mv, λx,v = 12 δ˜v q−2λx,vv (1− q−1v )(1− 2q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
(rm rm rm) δx,v = δ˜v ≤ 2mv, λx,v > 12 δ˜v q−2λx,vv (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )2
(rm rm rm) δx,v = δ˜v = 2mv + 1 q
−2λx,v
v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )2
Table 3. ε¯v(x) for grouped dyadic orbits
for all v ∈ Mf, where the sum is taken over all standard representatives, x, of orbits
in Gkv\V sskv . We call Ev the local density at the place v.
Proposition 7.7. Let v ∈Mf. Then Ev = (1− q−2v )E ′v where
E ′v =

1− 3q−3v + 2q−4v + q−5v − q−6v if v ∈Msp ,
(1 + q−2v )(1− q−2v − q−3v + q−4v ) if v ∈Min ,
(1− q−1v )(1 + q−2v − q−3v + q−2δ˜v−2⌊δ˜v/2⌋−1v ) if v ∈Mrm .
(7.8)
Proof. First suppose that v /∈ Mdy. Then every index corresponds to a single orbit,
with the exception of (sp rm) and (in rm), which correspond to two orbits each.
Using this and the values of εv(x) given in Table 1 it is routine to check the given
expressions.
Now suppose that v ∈Mdy. We have Ev =
∑
x ε¯v(x) where the sum now runs over
a complete set of representatives for the ≍ equivalence classes. The values of ε¯v(x)
are given in Tables 2 and 3 and using them one can easily establish the claim when
v /∈Mrm. We carry out the case v ∈Mrm explicitly since it is rather more elaborate.
First suppose that δ˜v = 2ℓ˜ with 1 ≤ ℓ˜ ≤ mv. The indices which are possible with
our assumptions are (rm), (rm ur), (rm rm)* and (rm rm ur), corresponding to one
orbit each, and (rm rm rm), which corresponds to many orbits. Using Table 2, the
contribution to Ev from the first four of these indices is
1
2
(1− q−2v )2 + 12(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )
+ 1
2
q−6ℓ˜v (1− q−2v )2 + q−4ℓ˜v (1− 12q−2ℓ˜v )(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v ) .
(7.9)
Recall that the orbits with index (rm rm rm) have been grouped under ≍ by δx,v if
δx,v 6= δ˜v and by level if δx,v = δ˜v. If δx,v 6= δ˜v then either δx,v = 2ℓ with ℓ 6= ℓ˜ or
δx,v = 2mv + 1. Using Table 3 and (7.5), we see that the contribution from these
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equivalence classes is
ℓ˜−1∑
ℓ=1
q−2ℓv (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )2 +
mv∑
ℓ=ℓ˜+1
q−(ℓ+ℓ˜)v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )2
+ q−(mv+ℓ˜+1)v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
= (q−2v − q−2ℓ˜v )(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )
+ (q−(2ℓ˜+1)v − q−(mv+ℓ˜+1)v )(1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
+ q−(mv+ℓ˜+1)v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
= q−2v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )− q−2ℓ˜v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )
+ q−(2ℓ˜+1)v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )2 .
(7.10)
If δx,v = δ˜v then the level, λx,v, runs from ℓ˜ up to δ˜v − 1. By (7.6), the value
λx,v = δ˜v = δx,v, although possible, corresponds to the orbit with index (rm rm ur)
and so is excluded here. The contribution from the equivalence classes with δx,v = δ˜v
is thus
q−2ℓ˜v (1− q−1v )(1− 2q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
+
2ℓ˜−1∑
i=ℓ˜+1
q−2iv (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )2
= q−2ℓ˜v (1− q−1v )(1− 2q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
+ (q−(2ℓ˜+2)v − q−4ℓ˜v )(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v ) .
(7.11)
Let us now collect all the terms from (7.10) and (7.11) which have q−2ℓ˜v as a visible
factor. The result is
q−2ℓ˜v
[− (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v ) + q−1v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )2
+ (1− q−1v )(1− 2q−1v )(1− q−2v )2 + q−2v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )
]
= q−2ℓ˜v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )
[− (1− q−1v ) + q−1v (1− q−2v )
+ (1− 2q−1v )(1− q−2v ) + q−2v (1− q−1v )
]
= 0
on expanding the factor in the square brackets. It remains to add (7.9), the first term
of (7.10) and the term −q−4ℓ˜v (1 − q−1v )2(1 − q−2v ) from (7.11) to obtain Ev. This is
easily done. The situation where δ˜v = 2mv + 1 is similar, but simpler, and we leave
it to the reader.
In particular, this proposition verifies Condition 6.21 subject to the results of sections
10 and 11.
If F/k is a quadratic extension distinct from k˜/k then F = k(x) for some x ∈ L0
and we shall write F ≈ ωS if x ≈ ωS and F ≍ ωS if x ≍ ωS.
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Theorem 7.12. Let S ⊇ M∞ be a finite set of places of k and ωS be an S-tuple of
standard orbital representatives. Then
lim
X→∞
X−2
∑
[F :k]=2,F≍ωS
N(∆F/k)≤X
CFCF ∗
exists and has the value
2−(r1+r2+1)|∆k˜/∆k|1/2C3kζk˜(2)
∏
v∈S\M∞
(1− q−2v )−1ε¯v(ωv) ·
∏
v/∈S
E ′v
where ε¯v(x) is given by Tables 1, 2 and 3 and E
′
v by (7.8).
Proof. By Proposition 7.1 we have Ck˜(x) = C
−2
k Ck˜CFCF ∗ if F = k(x). Recall, from
Proposition 6.19 and (2.4), that
R2 = |∆k|−1/2Ck|∆k˜|−1/2Ck˜ · Zk(2)Zk˜(2)/|∆k|
= CkCk˜|∆k|−3/2|∆k˜|−1/2Zk(2)Zk˜(2)
and, from (2.3), that
Zk(2) = 2
−r2π−(r1+r2)|∆k|ζk(2) ,
Zk˜(2) = 2
−r˜2π−(r˜1+r˜2)|∆k˜|ζk˜(2) ,
where r˜1 is the number of real places of k˜ and r˜2 the number of complex places of
this field. Thus
R2 = 2
−(r2+r˜2)π−(r1+r˜1+r2+r˜2)|∆k˜/∆k|1/2CkCk˜ζk(2)ζk˜(2) .(7.13)
Let T = S ∪ S0 and choose a T -tuple, ω′T = (ω′v). According to Theorem 6.22,
lim
X→∞
∑
[F :k]=2,F≈ω′T
N(∆F/k)≤X
CFCF ∗(7.14)
exists and equals
1
2
C2kC
−1
k˜
R2
∏
v∈T
εv(ω
′
v) ·
∏
v/∈T
Ev .
Making use of (7.13) and Proposition 7.4 this quantity equals
2r2−r11−r˜2−1π3r11+2r12+2r2−r1−r˜1−r˜2 |∆k˜/∆k|1/2C3kζk(2)ζk˜(2)
∏
v∈T\M∞
εv(ω
′
v) ·
∏
v/∈T
Ev .
But r˜1 = 2r11, r˜2 = r12 + 2r2 and r1 = r11 + r12. Thus
r2 − r11 − r˜2 − 1 = r2 − r11 − r12 − 2r2 − 1
= −(r2 + r11 + r12 + 1) = −(r1 + r2 + 1)
and
3r11 + 2r12 + 2r2 − r1 − r˜1 − r˜2 = 3r11 + 2r12 + 2r2 − r11 − r12 − 2r11 − r12 − 2r2
= 0
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and we have evaluated (7.14) as
2−(r1+r2+1)|∆k˜/∆k|1/2C3kζk(2)ζk˜(2)
∏
v∈T\M∞
εv(ω
′
v) ·
∏
v/∈T
Ev .(7.15)
Now ∏
v/∈T
Ev =
∏
v/∈T
(1− q−2v ) ·
∏
v/∈T
E ′v
= ζk(2)
−1 ∏
v∈T\M∞
(1− q−2v )−1 ·
∏
v/∈T
E ′v
and so (7.15) equals
2−(r1+r2+1)|∆k˜/∆k|1/2C3kζk˜(2)
∏
v∈T\M∞
(1− q−2v )−1εv(ω′v) ·
∏
v/∈T
E ′v .(7.16)
Now we sum (7.14) and (7.16) over all T -tuples ω′T = (ω
′
v) which satisfy ω
′
v ≍ ωv for
all v ∈ S to obtain the statement of the theorem.
Note that in Theorem 7.12, S does not have to contain S0.
Given an S-tuple, ωS, with S ⊇M∞ let us define
n++ = #{v ∈MR | v ∈Msp and kv(ωv) = kv} ,
n+− = #{v ∈MR | v ∈Msp and kv(ωv) 6= kv} ,
n−+ = #{v ∈MR | v ∈Mrm and kv(ωv) = kv} ,
n−− = #{v ∈MR | v ∈Mrm and kv(ωv) 6= kv} .
If F is a quadratic extension of k and F ≍ ωS then we denote the composition of F
and k˜ by F˜ (which corresponds to L in Proposition 7.1). Then it is easy to see that
r1(F ) = 2(n++ + n−+) , r2(F ) = n−− + n+− + 2r2 ,
r1(F
∗) = 2(n++ + n−−) , r2(F ∗) = n+− + n−+ + 2r2 ,
r1(F˜ ) = 4n++ , r2(F˜ ) = 2(n+− + n−+ + n−−) + 4r2 ,
and so r1(F ), r1(F
∗), r1(F˜ ), r2(F ), r2(F ∗), and r2(F˜ ) depend only upon ωS. This
allows us to define
c(ωS) = 2
r1(F )+r1(F ∗)(2π)r2(F )+r2(F
∗),
c˜(ωS) = 2
r1(F˜ )(2π)r2(F˜ )
where F 6= k˜ is any quadratic extension of k satisfying F ≍ ωS.
Corollary 7.17. Let S ⊇ M∞ be a finite set of places of k and ωS be an S-tuple of
standard orbital representatives. Then
lim
X→∞
X−2
∑
[F :k]=2,F≍ωS
N(∆F/k)≤X
hFRFhF ∗RF ∗
exists and equals
2−(r1+r2+1)c(ωS)−1e2k|∆k˜/∆k|1/2C3kζk˜(2)
∏
v∈S\M∞
(1− q−2v )−1ε¯v(ωv) ·
∏
v/∈S
E ′v .
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Proof. Let F/k be a quadratic extension and suppose that F contains a primitive
nth root of unity, ζn, for some n. Since [Q(ζn) : Q] = ϕ(n), it follows that ϕ(n) ≤
[F : Q] = 2[k : Q]. But it is well-known that ϕ(n) → ∞ as n → ∞ and so there
is some constant N , independent of F , such that n ≤ N . We conclude that, for all
but finitely-many quadratic extensions F of k, eF = eF ∗ = ek. This finite list of
exceptions may be ignored in the limit. Since
CF = 2
r1(F )(2π)r2(F )hFRFe
−1
F ,
the corollary is now an immediate consequence of the theorem and the definition of
c(ωS).
Corollary 7.18. With the same assumptions as in Corollary 7.17,
lim
X→∞
X−2
∑
[F :k]=2,F≍ωS
N(∆F/k)≤X
hF˜RF˜
exists and equals
2−(r1+r2+1)2r1(k˜)(2π)r2(k˜)c˜(ωS)−1|∆k˜/∆k|1/2Ckhk˜Rk˜ζk˜(2)
×
∏
v∈S\M∞
(1− q−2v )−1ε¯v(ωv) ·
∏
v/∈S
E ′v .
Proof. By Proposition 7.1, CF˜ = C
−2
k CFCFCk˜. So
hF˜RF˜ = 2
−r1(F˜ )(2π)−r2(F˜ )eF˜CF˜
= c˜(ωS)
−1eF˜C
−2
k CFCF ∗Ck˜
= 2r1(k˜)(2π)r2(k˜)c˜(ωS)
−1c(ωS)eF˜ e
−1
k˜
e−1F e
−1
F ∗hk˜Rk˜C
−2
k hFRFhF ∗RF ∗ .
As in the proof of Corollary 7.17, eF = eF ∗ = ek and eF˜ = ek˜ except for a finite
number of quadratic extensions F . Therefore Corollary 7.18 follows from Corollary
7.17.
We now specialize to the case k = Q and S = M∞. Suppose k˜ = Q(
√
d0) where
d0 6= 1 is a square free integer. Then r1 = 1, r2 = 0, hk = 1, ek = 2 and Ck = 1. It is
easy to verify that 2−(r1+r2+1)c(ωS)−1e2k = c(ωS)
−1 and 2−(r1+r2+1)2r1(k˜)(2π)r2(k˜)˜c(ωS)−1
both coincide with c±(d0)−1 as defined in the introduction. Therefore Theorems 1.1
and 1.2 are special cases of Corollaries 7.17 and 7.18.
8. The omega sets and their properties
The main purpose of this section is to verify Condition 6.12. Let v ∈ Mf and
x ∈ V sskv . The function Ξx,v(s) is defined as an integral over Gkv/G◦xkv and our strategy
is to replace this by an integral over a carefully chosen set Ωx,v ⊆ Gkv called the omega
set. We impose on the omega set, Ωx,v, several conditions derived from an analysis of
Datskovsky’s calculations of standard local zeta functions in [3]. Once we show that
these conditions can be satisfied, Condition 6.12 is an almost immediate consequence.
Thus the bulk of the work in this section is devoted to finding the omega sets and
verifying their properties.
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For the sake of Condition 6.12, it is enough to assume that v ∈ M \ S0. However,
verifying Condition 6.12 will not be our only application of the existence of omega
sets. We shall also require them in certain proofs in section 11 and, for this, greater
generality will be needed. Thus we shall allow v to be any finite place of k and
consider orbits of types other than three types (rm rm)*, (rm rm ur), and (rm rm
rm) at dyadic places v ∈Mdy.
Before we begin, we shall record as a lemma a simple observation which will be
useful both later in this section and in the next.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that v ∈ M, x ∈ V sskv and y ∈ Gkvx. If |P (x)|v = |P (y)|v then
Zx,v(Φ, s) = Zy,v(Φ, s) for all Φ ∈ S(Vkv).
Proof. Examining the second equation in Definition 5.22 we see, in light of Proposition
5.23 and the hypotheses, that every factor in the definition of the local orbital zeta
function remains unchanged when we replace x by y.
For each x ∈ V sskv we choose an element gx ∈ Gkv(x) such that gxw = x and gx
satisfies Condition 5.8 if kv(x) 6= kv. From this choice we obtain an isomorphism
θgx : G
◦
xkv
→ Hxkv where Hxkv is defined by (5.1).
Definition 8.2. A set Ωx,v ⊆ Gkv is called an omega set for x if it has the following
properties:
(1) Ωx,vx = (Gkvx) ∩ VOv .
(2) KvΩx,vθ
−1
gx (HxOv) = Ωx,v.
(3) If g1, g2 ∈ Ωx,v, h ∈ G◦x kv and g1 = g2h then h ∈ θ−1gx (HxOv).
(4) If g ∈ Ωx,v then |χ(g)|v ≤ 1 with equality only if g ∈ Kv.
Below we give omega sets for representatives of each of the orbit types which we
require. These include the six orbit types possible under the restriction that v /∈ S0,
as well as the orbits of type (rm) and (rm ur). For the orbits of type (sp), (in) and
(rm) it will be convenient to use x = w as the orbital representative instead of the
standard wp. This is permissible for the purpose at hand by Lemma 8.1. For the
orbits of types (sp ur), (sp rm), (in ur), (in rm) and (rm ur) we shall use the standard
representatives.
If p(z) = z2 + a1z + a2 ∈ kv[z] then we shall let α = {α1, α2} be the set of roots
of p and write e(α) = t(1 − α1) (a column vector in kv(wp)2). If ℓ = t(ℓ1 ℓ2) is
any such column vector then we set ‖ℓ‖ = max{|ℓ1|kv(wp), |ℓ2|kv(wp)}. Let t be as in
(3.19) for the field kv and n(u) =
(
n(u1), n(u2), n(u3)
)
for u = (u1, u2, u3) ∈ k3v or
n(u) =
(
n(u1), n(u2)
)
for u = (u1, u2) ∈ k˜v × kv. Let g = κtn(u) be the Iwasawa
decomposition of g ∈ Gkv . In section 7 we described the form of the polynomial p(z)
for each of the standard orbital representatives. It will be convenient here to add the
assumption that a1 = 0 whenever v is not dyadic, as we may.
For the index (sp) with orbital representative x = w we define
Ωx,v = {g = κtn(u) | tij = 1 for i, j = 1, 2 and gx ∈ VOv} .(8.3)
For the indices (in) and (rm) with orbital representative x = w we define
Ωx,v = {g = κtn(u) | t11 = t12 = 1 and gx ∈ VOv} .(8.4)
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For the index (sp ur) with orbital representative x = wp we define
Ωx,v = {g = (g1, g2, g3)
∣∣| det(g1)|v = 1 or q−1v , | det(g2)| = 1 or qv, gx ∈ VOv} .(8.5)
For the index (sp rm) with orbital representative x = wp we define
Ωx,v = {g = (g1, g2, g3)
∣∣| det(gi)|v = 1 for i = 1, 2, gx ∈ VOv} .(8.6)
For the index (in ur) with orbital representative x = wp we define
Ωx,v = {g = (g1, g2)
∣∣| det(g1)|k˜v = 1, ‖g1e(α)‖ = 1, gx ∈ VOv} .(8.7)
For the index (in rm) with orbital representative x = wp we define
Ωx,v = {g = (g1, g2)
∣∣| det(g1)|k˜v = 1, gx ∈ VOv} .(8.8)
Finally, for the index (rm ur) with orbital representative x = wp we define
Ωx,v = {g = (g1, g2)
∣∣| det(g1)|k˜v = 1 or q−1v , gx ∈ VOv} .(8.9)
In every case we shall write
Ω1x,v = {g ∈ Ωx,v
∣∣|χ(g)|v = 1} .(8.10)
Proposition 8.11. The sets defined by (8.3)–(8.9) have properties (1), (2) and (3)
of Definition 8.2.
Proof. If κ ∈ Kv then κVOv = VOv , | det(κ)|v = 1 and ‖κe‖ = ‖e‖ for any vector e.
This makes it clear that KvΩx,v = Ωx,v in all cases. The rest of the argument will be
case by case, but we make two observations which will be used repeatedly. First, it
follows at once from the definition in every case that Ωx,vx ⊆ Gkvx ∩ VOv and so to
establish (1) we need only prove the reverse inclusion. This will be done if we can
show that given g ∈ Gkv with gx ∈ VOv we can find h ∈ G◦xkv such that gh ∈ Ωx,v.
Secondly, any h ∈ G◦xkv may be expressed as h = gxsx(tx)g−1x , in the notation of
(5.2)–(5.6), and h ∈ θ−1gx (HxOv) if and only if all the components of tx are units.
Consider the cases (sp), (in) and (rm). We may assume, for simplicity, that
gx has been chosen to be the identity. Take g ∈ Gkv with gx ∈ VOv and let
g = κ(g)t(g)n(u(g)) be its Iwasawa decomposition. Let sx(tx) be as in (5.2) or
(5.4). By choosing tx = (t11(g)
−1, t12(g)−1, t21(g)−1, t22(g)−1) in the first case and
tx = (t11(g)
−1, t12(g)−1) in the second, we may arrange that gsx(tx) ∈ Ωx,v. This
proves property (1). Moreover, if g ∈ Ωx,v and all the components of tx are units then
commuting sx(tx) past the Tkv and Nkv factors in the Iwasawa decomposition and
absorbing it into the Kv factor shows that gsx(tx) ∈ Ωx,v also, which proves property
(2). For property (3), observe that in the Iwasawa decomposition, the Tkv factor is
unique up to multiplication of its diagonal elements by units. Thus if g1, g2 ∈ Ωx,v
and g1 = g2h with h = sx(tx) then sx(tx) ∈ HxOv . This proves property (3).
We next turn to case (sp ur). Let sx(tx) be as in (5.3) and g ∈ Gkv with gx ∈ VOv .
Note that
| det sx1(tx)|v = |Nkv(x)/kv(t11)|v
and since kv(x)/kv is unramified, this may be any even power of qv. The same holds
for | det sx2(tx)|v and the determinants of the components of gxsx(tx)g−1x are the same
as those of the corresponding components of sx(tx). It follows that we can arrange
g
(
gxsx(tx)g
−1
x
) ∈ Ωx,v for a suitable choice of tx and this proves (1). If sx(tx) ∈ HxOv
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then the determinants of each of its components are units and this makes (2) obvious.
Also, this argument shows that if g1, g2 ∈ Ωx,v, h = gxsx(tx)g−1x and g1 = g2h then t11
and t21 are units, which implies that sx(tx) ∈ HxOv ; hence (3).
The case (sp rm) is very similar, with the one difference that since kv(x)/kv is
ramified, | det sxj(tx)|v can be any integer power of qv.
Next we treat (in ur). Let g = (g1, g2) ∈ Gkv with gx ∈ VOv and sx(tx) be as in
(5.5). Note that e(α) is an eigenvector for the first component of h = gxsx(tx)g
−1
x
with eigenvalue t11. So if h = (h1, h2) then ‖g1h1e(α)‖ = |t11|k˜v‖g1e(α)‖. Also,| det(g1h1)|k˜v = | det(g1)|k˜v |t11t12|k˜v . We are free to choose the pair (t11, t11t12) ∈
k˜2v arbitrarily and so there exists h ∈ G◦xkv with gh ∈ Ωx,v, proving (1). If g ∈
Ωx,v and h ∈ θ−1gx (HxOv) then t11 and t12 are units and so ‖ghe(α)‖ = ‖ge(α)‖ and
| det(gh)|k˜v = | det(g)|k˜v , which proves (2). Also, if g1, g2 ∈ Ωx,v, h = gxsx(tx)g−1x
and g1 = g2h then |t11|k˜v = |t11t12|k˜v = 1, which implies that h ∈ θ−1gx (HxOv) and (3)
follows.
Finally, cases (in rm) and (rm ur) are very similar to cases (sp rm) and (sp ur). Note
that if sx(tx) is as in (5.6) then | det sx1(tx)|k˜v = |Nk˜v(x)/k˜v(t11)|k˜v . In case (in rm),
k˜v(x)/k˜v is ramified and so this takes every value in |k˜×v |k˜v . In case (rm ur), k˜v(x)/k˜v
is unramified and so | det sx1(tx)|k˜v takes every value in |(k˜×v )2|k˜v . The rest of the
argument is identical to that in the cases already mentioned.
Using only parts (1), (2) and (3) of Definition 8.2 we can prove the following.
Proposition 8.12. Let Ψx,v be the characteristic function of Ωx,v. Then
Zx,v(Φv,0, s) =
∫
Gkv
|χ(g)|svΨx,v(g) dgv .
Proof. Since
dgv = dg˜vd
×t˜v, dg′′x,v = dg˜
′′
x,vd
×t˜v, dgv = bx,vdg′x,vdg
′′
x,v,
dg˜v = bx,vdg
′
x,vdg˜
′′
x,v. So the right hand side of the above identity is
bx,v
∫
Gkv/G
◦
x kv
|χ(g′x,v)|sv
(∫
G◦kv
Ψx,v(g
′
x,vg
′′
x,v) dg
′′
x,v
)
dg′x,v .(8.13)
By (2) and (3) of Definition 8.2, Ψx,v(g
′
x,vg
′′
x,v) is non-zero if and only if g
′
x,v ∈ Ωx,v
and g′′x,v ∈ θ−1gx (HxOv). Since we chose the measure dg′′x,v so that the volume of this
set is one, ∫
G◦kv
Ψx,v(g
′
x,vg
′′
x,v)dg
′′
x,v
is the characteristic function of Ωx,vG
◦
x kv
/G◦xkv
∼= Gkvx ∩ VOv . Therefore, (8.13) is
bx,v
∫
Gkv/G
◦
x kv
|χ(g′x,v)|svΦv,0(g′x,vx)dg′x,v,
which is the definition of Zx,v(Φv,0, s).
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Before we verify part (4) of Definition 8.2 it will be convenient to prove three
lemmas. First note that we may let GL(2)kv act on the space of quadratic polynomials
in kv[z] by regarding such polynomials as the inhomogeneous forms of binary quadratic
forms. With this convention, if p(z) = z2+a1z+a2 ∈ kv[z] and g = a(t1, t2)n(u) then
gp(z) = t21z
2 + t1t2(2u+ a1)z + t
2
2(u
2 + a1u+ a2) .
Lemma 8.14. Suppose that p(z) is an Eisenstein polynomial. Let t ∈ k×v , u ∈ kv,
i = 0 or 1 and suppose that πiva(t, t
−1π−iv )n(u)p(z) ∈ Ov[z]. Then t ∈ O×v and u ∈ Ov.
Moreover, if i = 1 then u ∈ pv.
Proof. We have πivt
2 ∈ Ov, which implies that t ∈ Ov since i = 0 or 1. Since
t−2π−iv (u
2+a1u+a2) ∈ Ov, (u2+a1u+a2) ∈ t2πivOv. In particular, u2+a1u+a2 ∈ Ov
and so u(u + a1) ∈ Ov. If u /∈ Ov then ord(u + a1) = ord(u) and we reach a
contradiction. Hence u ∈ Ov. The order of u2 + a1u + a2 is either 0 (if u ∈ O×v ) or
1 (if u ∈ pv). If i = 0 this forces t ∈ O×v and if i = 1 it forces first t ∈ O×v and then
u ∈ pv.
Lemma 8.15. Suppose that p(z) = z2 + a2 with −a2 ∈ O×v \ (O×v )2, if v /∈ Mdy, or
that p(z) is an Artin-Schreier polynomial, if v ∈ Mdy. Let t ∈ k×v , u ∈ kv, i = −1,
0 or 1 and suppose that πiva(t, t
−1π−iv )n(u)p(z) ∈ Ov[z]. Then i = 0, t ∈ O×v and
u ∈ Ov.
Proof. The conditions imply that πivt
2 and t−2π−iv p(u) are integral. Since −1 ≤ i ≤ 1,
t ∈ Ov. Thus p(u) ∈ π−1v Ov, which implies that u(u + a1) ∈ π−1v Ov. If u /∈ Ov then
ord(u) = ord(u + a1) and so ord(u(u + a1)) is a negative, even integer. This is a
contradiction and so u ∈ Ov. The reduction of the polynomial p(z) has no roots in
Ov/pv and thus p(u) ∈ O×v for all u ∈ Ov. It follows that t2πiv ∈ O×v . This gives i = 0
and t ∈ O×v , as required.
Lemma 8.16. Let x be a standard orbital representative and suppose that y ∈ VOv
lies in the orbit of x under Gkv . Then |P (y)|v ≤ |P (x)|v.
Proof. If kv(x) = kv then |P (x)|v = 1 and P (y) ∈ Ov since y ∈ VOv . The statement
follows in this case. We now assume that kv(x) 6= kv. Let Fy(v1, v2) = b0v21+ b1v1v2+
b2v
2
2 and consider the polynomial r(z) = z
2+ b1z+ b0b2. Since y ∈ VOv , b0, b1, b2 ∈ Ov
and so r(z) ∈ Ov[z]. The discriminant of r(z) is equal to the discriminant of Fy and
so if β is a root of r(z) then β ∈ kv(y) = kv(x). It follows that Ov[β] ⊆ Okv(x) and
hence that P (y)Ov ⊆ ∆kv(x)/kv . But the standard orbital representative was chosen
so that ∆kv(x)/kv = P (x)Ov and the statement follows in this case also.
Proposition 8.17. The sets defined by (8.3)–(8.9) have property (4) of Definition
8.2. Consequently, they are omega sets.
Proof. If g ∈ Ωx,v then gx ∈ VOv and so |P (gx)|v ≤ |P (x)|v by Lemma 8.16. But
|P (gx)|v = |χ(g)|v|P (x)|v and it follows that |χ(g)|v ≤ 1. This establishes the first
part of (4) in Definition 8.2.
We now have to show that if g ∈ Ω1x,v then g ∈ Kv. The orbital representatives
have already been fixed in (8.3)–(8.9) and the notation introduced there will be used
without comment below.
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We begin with the cases (sp), (in) and (rm). Let g ∈ Ω1x,v; we have to show that
g ∈ Kv. By (2) of Definition 8.2, Ω1x,v is left Kv-invariant and so we may assume
that g = tn(u). Since g ∈ Ωx,v we have t11 = t12 = t21 = t22 = 1 in case (sp) and
t11 = t12 = 1 in cases (in) and (rm). The assumption that |χ(g)|v = 1 implies that
|t31t32|v = 1 in case (sp) and that |t21t22|v = 1 in cases (in) and (rm). In case (sp) we
have
gw =
(
t31
(
1 u2
u1 u1u2
)
, t32
(
u3 u2u3
u1u3 1 + u1u2u3
))
.(8.18)
and in cases (in) and (rm) we have
gw =
(
t21
(
1 uσ1
u1 Nk˜v/kv(u1)
)
, t22
(
u3 u
σ
1u3
u1u3 1 + Nk˜v/kv(u1)u3
))
.(8.19)
Let a = ordkv(t31) or ordkv(t21). Then, by assumption, ordkv(t32) = −a or ordkv(t22) =
−a. Consider case (sp). Let u¯i = πavui for i = 1, 2, and u¯3 = π−av u3. Then gw ∈ VOv
if and only if
πav , u¯1, u¯2, u¯3, π
−au¯1u¯2, π−au¯1u¯3, π−au¯2u¯3,
π−av (1 + π
−a
v u¯1u¯2u¯3) .
are integral. So a ≥ 0. We assume a > 0 and deduce a contradiction. Suppose u¯1 is
not a unit. Then
π−av u¯1u¯2u¯3 = (π
−a
v u¯2u¯3)u¯1 ≡ 0 (pv) .
Then 1 + π−av u¯1u¯2u¯3 is a unit. This implies π
−a
v (1 + π
−a
v u¯1u¯2u¯3) /∈ Ov, which is a
contradiction. So u¯1 is a unit and similarly u¯2, u¯3 are units also. Then the order
of π−av (1 + π
−a
v u¯1u¯2u¯3) is −2a, which is a contradiction. This implies a = 0. Then
ui ∈ Ov for i = 1, 2, 3. Cases (in) and (rm) are similar using u1, uσ1 , u2 in the places
of u1, u2, u3 above. The only difference is that we consider elements in O˜v.
Next we treat the case (sp rm). Suppose g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Ω1x,v. Then | det gi|v =
1 for i = 1, 2, 3. We may assume that g1, g2, g3 are lower triangular. Note that
Fwp(z, 1) = p(z). So Fgwp(z, 1) = (det g1 det g2)g3p(z) is integral. Since det g1, det g2 ∈
O×v , g3 ∈ GL(2)Ov by Lemma 8.14.
In this case, we can regard V as Aff2 ⊗ Aff2 ⊗ Aff2. Instead of the third factor,
we can use the first and the second factors to make equivariant maps similar to Fx.
Then because of the symmetry of our element wp, g1, g2 ∈ GL(2)Ov by Lemma 8.14
again. This concludes the verification in this case.
Now we consider the case (sp ur). Let g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Ωx,v and |χ(g)|v = 1. In
this case there are four possibilities as follows:
(A) | det g1|v = | det g2|v = 1,
(B) | det g1|v = 1, | det g2|v = q−1v ,
(C) | det g1|v = q−1v , | det g2|v = 1,
(D) | det g1|v = q−1v , | det g2|v = qv.
For these cases, | det g3|v = 1, qv, qv, 1 respectively. The argument in case (A) is
similar to that used in case (sp rm). In case (B), Fgwp(z, 1) = πvg3p(z), and det g3 =
π−1v . Since Fgwp(z, 1) is integral, this corresponds to the case i = 1 in Lemma 8.15.
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Therefore this cannot happen. Cases (C), (D) are similar to case (B) because of the
symmetry (considering an equivariant map using the second Aff2 factor in case (D)).
Now we consider the case (in ur). Suppose that g = (g1, g2) ∈ Ω1x,v. This implies
that | det(g1)|k˜v = | det(g2)|v = 1. We have
Fgx(z, 1) = Nk˜v/kv(det g1)g2p(z)
and, since Nk˜v/kv(det g1) is a unit by assumption, g2 ∈ GL(2)Ov by Lemma 8.15. Since
Ωx,v is left Kv-invariant we may assume that g2 = 1 and that g1 is lower triangular,
say g1 = a(t11, t12)n(u1). Note that
g1e(α) =
(
t11
t12(u1 − α1)
)
.(8.20)
and this is a primitive integral vector. Computation gives (g1, 1)wp = (M1,M2) where
M1 =
(
0 t11t
σ
12
tσ11t12 Nk˜v/kv(t12)[Trk˜v/kv(u1) + a1]
)
,
M2 =
(
Nk˜v/kv(t11) t11t
σ
12(u
σ
1 + a1)
tσ11t12(u1 + a1) Nk˜v/kv(t12)m(u1, p)
)(8.21)
with
m(u1, p) = a
2
1 − a2 + a1Trk˜v/kv(u1) + Nk˜v/kv(u1)
and both these matrices must be integral. Let u¯1 = u1−α1. Then Trk˜v/kv(u1)+ a1 =
Trk˜v/kv(u¯1) and
m(u1, p) = Nk˜v/kv(u¯1)− Trk˜v/kv(α1u¯1)
and so M1 and M2 are integral if and only if
t11, u¯1, Nk˜v/kv(t12)Trk˜v/kv(u¯1),
Nk˜v/kv(t12)[Nk˜v/kv(u¯1)− Trk˜v/kv(α1u¯1)]
are integral. Since α1 ∈ O˜v, it follows that u1 ∈ O˜v. Also t11 ∈ O˜v and it remains to
show that t11 and t12 are units. From the definition of Ωx,v we know that |t11t12|k˜v = 1.
Let ordk˜v(t11) = i; we assume that i > 0 and deduce a contradiction. We have
ordk˜v(t12) = −i and, from (8.20), we conclude that ordk˜v(u¯1) = i. Thus we may write
u¯1 = π
i
v(u¯11 + u¯12α1) where u¯11, u¯12 ∈ Ov and u¯11 + u¯12α1 ∈ O˜×v . Then
Nk˜v/kv(u¯1) = π
2i
v [u¯
2
11 − a1u¯11u¯12 + a2u¯212],
Trk˜v/kv(u¯1) = π
i
v[2u¯11 − a1u¯12],
Trk˜v/kv(α1u¯1) = π
i
v[−a1u¯11 + (a21 − 2a2)u¯12]
and, since ordkv(Nk˜v/kv(t12)) = −2i, it follows that
−a1u¯11 + (a21 − 2a2)u¯12 ≡ 0 (piv),
2u¯11 − a1u¯12 ≡ 0 (piv) .
(8.22)
Regarding this as a linear system for (u¯11, u¯12), the determinant of the coefficient
matrix is −a21 + 4a2 = −P (x). This is a unit by the choice of x and so (8.22) implies
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that (u¯11, u¯12) ≡ (0, 0) (pv). This contradicts u¯11 + u¯12α1 ∈ O˜×v and so i = 0. This
completes the case (in ur).
Next we must deal with the case (in rm). Suppose that g = (g1, g2) ∈ Ω1x,v.
By similar arguments to those of the previous case, using Lemma 8.14 in place of
Lemma 8.15, we see that g2 ∈ GL(2)Ov . Hence we may assume that g2 = 1 and that
g1 = a(t11, t12)n(u1) is lower triangular. Then (g1, 1)wp = (M1,M2) where M1 and
M2 are given by (8.21). Since t11t
σ
12 ∈ O˜×v , M1 and M2 are integral if and only if
t11, u1, Nk˜v/kv(t12)[Trk˜v/kv(u1) + a1], Nk˜v/kv(t12)m(u1, p)(8.23)
are integral. Let ordk˜v(t11) = i; we shall again assume that i > 0 and derive a
contradiction. We have ordk˜v(t12) = −i, so that ordkv(Nk˜v/kv(t12)) = −2i. Thus
Trk˜v/kv(u1) ≡ −a1 (p2iv ) and, since p(z) is an Eisenstein polynomial, it follows that
Trk˜v/kv(u1) ≡ 0 (pv). Also, m(u1, p) ≡ 0 (p2iv ) and, using our conclusion about
Trk˜v/kv(u1) together with the fact that p(z) is an Eisenstein polynomial, we deduce
that Nk˜v/kv(u1) ≡ a2 (p2v). But ordkv(a2) = 1 and ordkv(Nk˜v/kv(u1)) = 2ordk˜v(u1) is
always even, so this last congruence is impossible. This contradiction completes the
case (in rm).
Finally we must deal with the case (rm ur). Suppose that g = (g1, g2) ∈ Ω1x,v. There
are apparently two possibilities: either | det(g1)|k˜v = | det(g2)|v = 1 or | det(g1)|k˜v =
q−1v and | det(g2)|v = qv. However, Lemma 8.15 shows that the second possibility
cannot occur and, moreover, that g2 ∈ GL(2)Ov . Thus we may assume, as usual,
that g1 = a(t11, t12)n(u1) and g2 = 1. The matrices M1 and M2 given by (8.21)
must be integral and, since t11t
σ
12 is a unit, this happens if and only if the quantities
enumerated in (8.23) are all integral. Again assume that ordk˜v(t11) = i and that
i > 0. Then Trk˜v/kv(u1) + a1 ≡ 0 (piv). If v is dyadic then a1 = −1 and so this
congruence forces Trk˜v/kv(u1) to be a unit. However, since k˜v/kv is ramified, u
σ
1 ≡
u1 (p˜v) and so Trk˜v/kv(u1) ≡ 2u1 ≡ 0 (p˜v), which implies that Trk˜v/kv(u1) is not
a unit. This contradiction completes that proof in the dyadic case. Now assume
that v is not dyadic. Then a1 = 0 and so Trk˜v/kv(u1) is not a unit. We can write
u1 = u11 + u12
√
πv with u11, u12 ∈ Ov and a suitable choice of uniformizer πv. Since
Trk˜v/kv(u1) = 2u11, we conclude that u11 is not a unit and hence that u1 is not a unit.
However, m(u1, p) = −a2 + Nk˜v/kv(u1) ≡ 0 (piv) and a2 is a unit. This contradiction
completes the proof in the non-dyadic case.
Having completed the verification that Ωx,v is an omega set in every case, we can now
quickly achieve the aim of this section.
Corollary 8.24. Condition 6.12 holds. Moreover, ax,v,n = 0 if n is odd.
Proof. Let v ∈ M \ S0 and y ∈ V sskv . From Lemma 8.1, Proposition 8.12 and the
choices made above we have
Ξy,v(s) = Zx,v(Φv,0, s) =
∫
Ωx,v
|χ(g)|sv dgv(8.25)
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where x is the representative we have chosen here to represent the orbit of y. Let
Vj = {g ∈ Ωx,v
∣∣|χ(g)|v = q−jv }. From (8.25) we obtain
Ξy,v(s) =
∞∑
j=−∞
vol(Vj)q
−js
v .
However, from (4) in the definition of an omega set, Vj = ∅ if j < 0. Thus the sum
really only extends from 0 to ∞ and ay,v,n = vol(Vn) for n ≥ 0. This makes it clear
that ay,v,n ≥ 0 for all n. Since χ is the square of a rational character, Vn = ∅ if
n is odd and this gives the last statement. Finally, again by (4) of the definition,
V0 = Ω
1
x,v = Kv and so ay,v,0 = vol(Kv) = 1.
9. The estimate of the local zeta functions
The purpose of this section is to verify Condition 6.13. So we assume that v ∈M\S0
and x ∈ V sskv . Our method will be to estimate Ξx,v(s) by expressing it as an integral
over a domain, Γv, adapted to the purposes of this section as the omega sets were to
those of section 8. Throughout this section, if Tx1 and Tx2 are distributions depending
on x and Tx1 = CxTx2 for some constant Cx 6= 0 then we shall write Tx1 ∝ Tx2. After
working with such proportionality statements, we shall appeal to the results of section
8 to strengthen them to inequalities. Thus the results of this section depend logically
on those of the last.
We introduce the following objects (j ≥ 0 in the last equation).
γ =
{
(a(1, t1)n(u1), a(1, t2)n(u2), n(u3)a(t3, t4)) v ∈Msp,
(a(1, t1)n(u1), n(u2)a(t2, t3)) v /∈Msp,
dγ =
{
d×t1d×t2d×t3d×t4du1du2du3 v ∈Msp,
d×t1d×t2d×t3du1du2 v /∈Msp,
Γv =
{
{γ | t1, t2, t3, t4 ∈ k×v , u1, u2, u3 ∈ kv} v ∈Msp,
{γ | t1 ∈ k˜×v , t2, t3 ∈ k×v , u1 ∈ k˜v, u2 ∈ kv} v /∈Msp,
Γjv =
{
{γ ∈ Γv
∣∣|t1t2t3t4|v = q−jv } v ∈Msp,
{γ ∈ Γv
∣∣|Nk˜v/kv(t1)t2t3|v = q−jv } v /∈Msp.
(9.1)
In the above definition, d×t1, du1, etc., are the standard measures on k×v , k˜
×
v , kv, or
k˜v, and dγ is thus a measure on Γv right invariant with respect to the last entry and
left invariant with respect to the other entries.
Lemma 9.2. If x ∈ V sskv is a standard orbital representative then∫
Gkv/G
◦
x kv
f(g′x,vx) dg
′
x,v ∝
∫
Γv
f(γx)dγ
for every f ∈ L1(Gkvx) which is invariant on the left by the action of elements of the
form (1, 1, κ) or (1, κ) with κ ∈ GL(2)Ov .
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Proof. We begin with the case v ∈Msp. Define
Γ¯v =
{
γ¯ ∈ Gkv
∣∣∣∣γ¯ = (a(1, t1)n(u1), a(1, t2)n(u2), g3)t1, t2 ∈ k×v , u1, u2 ∈ kv
}
.(9.3)
Suppose that x = wp where p(z) = z
2 + a1z + a2 (recall that all the standard orbital
representatives have this form). We claim that Γ¯v ∩G◦x kv = {1} and that
Γ¯vG
◦
xkv = {(g1, g2, g3) | g2i11 + a1gi11gi12 + a2g2i12 6= 0, i = 1, 2}.
The elements of the groupG◦xkv have the form described in Lemma 3.27. This makes
it clear that Γ¯v ∩ G◦xkv = {1}. Since the last entry in elements of Γ¯v is unrestricted,
we need only show that the equation(
1 0
u′ t
)(
m11 m12
m21 m22
)
=
(
c −d
a2d c− a1d
)
(9.4)
is always solvable for t 6= 0, u′ and c and d satisfying c2 − a1cd + a2d2 6= 0 provided
that m211 + a1m11m12 + a2m
2
12 6= 0 and the matrix (mij) is non-singular.
If (9.4) holds, we must take c = m11 and d = −m12 and then the equation is
equivalent to (
m11 m21
m12 m22
)(
u′
t
)
=
( −a2m12
m11 + a1m12
)
,
which is solvable for t and u′ since the coefficient matrix is non-singular by hypothesis.
If t = 0 then we have u′m11 = −a2m12 and u′m12 = m11+a1m12. Multiplying the first
equation by m12, the second by m11 and subtracting, we obtain m
2
11 + a1m11m12 +
a2m
2
12 = 0, contrary to hypothesis. This proves the second claim.
Let dℓγ¯ = d
×t1 d×t2 du1 du2dg3. Then dℓγ¯ is a left Haar measure on the (non-
unimodular) group Γ¯v. From what we have just shown, it follows that Gkv \ Γ¯v ·G◦xkv
always has measure zero. Thus we have∫
Gkv/G
◦
x kv
f(g′x,vx) dg
′
x,v =
∫
Γ¯v·G◦x kv/G◦x kv
f(g′x,vx) dg
′
x,v
∝
∫
Γ¯v
f(γx)dℓγ
(9.5)
for all f ∈ L1(Gkvx). Now if ϕ ∈ L1(GL(2)kv) is left invariant under GL(2)Ov then
the Iwasawa decomposition implies that∫
GL(2)kv
ϕ(h) dh ∝
∫
B
ϕ(b) drb
where B = {n(u3)a(t3, t4) | t3, t4 ∈ k×, u3 ∈ k} and drb denotes the right Haar
measure on the group B. It is easy to check that drb = d
×t3 d×t4 du3 and applying
this in (9.5) we obtain the conclusion.
Finally, almost identical arguments apply in the case when (Gkv , Vkv) is not split
and we shall not repeat them.
Proposition 9.6. If p(z) = z2 − z then we have
Ξwp,v(s) = (1− q−(2s−1)v )−1(1− q−(2s−2)v )−1 .
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Proof. Our work will be simplified if we compute with the element x = n0wp with
n0 = (1, 1,
tn(1)) or (1, tn(1)) instead of with the element wp. By Lemma 8.1,
Zwp,v(Φv,0, s) = Zx,v(Φv,0, s) and so this is permissible.
Suppose that v ∈Msp. Then, by Lemma 3.27, elements of G◦xkv have the form((
c11 c11 − c12
0 c12
)
,
(
c21 c21 − c22
0 c22
)
, ∗
)
(9.7)
where ∗ is determined by the other two entries. Note that the conjugation by n0 does
not change the first two components. Let
µ = (tn(u1),
tn(u2), a(t1, t2)n(u3)),
dµ = |t−11 t2|vd×t1 d×t2 du1 du2 du3,
S = {µ | t1, t2 ∈ k×v , u1, u2, u3 ∈ kv}.
(9.8)
From (9.7) and the Iwasawa decomposition it follows that KvSG
◦
xkv
= Gkv and dg ∝
dκ dµ dg′′x,v. Since Φv,0 is Kv-invariant,
Ξx,v(s) = bx,v
∫
Gkv/G
◦
x kv
|χ(g′x,v)|svΦv,0(g′x,vx) dg′x,v
∝
∫
S
|χ(µ)|svΦv,0(µx) dµ.
Computation gives
µx =
((
t1 0
0 0
)
, t2
(
u3 − u1 − u2 + u1u2 + 1 u1 − 1
u2 − 1 1
))
.
Introducing the variables
u¯1 = t2(u1 − 1), u¯2 = t2(u2 − 1), u¯3 = t2(u3 − u1 − u2 + u1u2 + 1)
we have du¯1 du¯2 du¯3 = |t2|3vdu1 du2 du3. So
Ξx,v(s) ∝
∫
|t1|2s−1v |t2|2s−2v Φv,0
(
( t1 00 0 ) ,
(
u¯3 u¯1
u¯2 t2
))
d×t1d×t2du¯1du¯2du¯3
=
∫
|t1|v,|t2|v≤1
|t1|2s−1v |t2|2s−2v d×t1d×t2
= (1− q−(2s−1)v )−1(1− q−(2s−2)v )−1.
But we know from Condition 6.12 that the constant term in Ξx,v(s) is 1 and so Ξx,v(s)
has the stated value. When v ∈Min the calculation is a simple variation on the above
and we shall not reproduce it here.
Proposition 9.9. Let v ∈ Msp and suppose that x is the standard orbital represen-
tative for an orbit with kv(x) 6= kv. If
Lv(s) = 1 + 8(1− q−2(s−1)v )−3q−2(s−1)v (4− 3q−2(s−1)v + q−4(s−1)v )
then Ξx,v(s) 4 Lv(s).
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Proof. The standard orbital representative is x = wp for some quadratic polynomial
p(z) = z2+a2 which is irreducible over kv (we may assume that a1 = 0 since v /∈Mdy).
Let γ, dγ, Γv and Γ
j
v be as in (9.1). By Definition 5.22 and Lemma 9.2,
Ξx,v(s) = Zx,v(Φv,0, s) = Cx
∫
Γv
|χ(γ)|svΦv,0(γx)dγ
for some constant Cx 6= 0. Since Γv =
∐
j Γ
j
v,
Ξx,v(s) = Cx
∞∑
j=0
q−2jsv
∫
Γjv
Φv,0(γx)dγ
which implies that
ax,v,2j = Cx
∫
Γjv
Φv,0(γx) dγ(9.10)
for all j ≥ 0. (Recall that ax,v,n = 0 if n is odd by Corollary 8.24.)
Computing, we find that γx = (M1,M2) where
M1 =
(
0 t2t3
t1t3 t1t2t3(u1 + u2)
)
,
M2 =
(
t4 t2(t4u2 + t3u3)
t1(t4u1 + t3u3) m(t, u)
)
with
m(t, u) = t1t2t3(u1 + u2)u3 + t1t2t4(u1u2 − a2).
If we make t1, . . . , t4 units and u1, . . . , u3 integers then γx ∈ VOv and the volume of
the set {γ | tj ∈ O×v , uj ∈ Ov} under dγ is 1 and so It follows from this, Condition
6.12 and (9.10) that
1 = ax,v,0 = Cx
∫
Γ0v
Φv,0(γx) dγ ≥ Cx .
Therefore, from (9.10) again,
ax,v,2j ≤
∫
Γjv
Φv,0(γx) dγ(9.11)
for all j ≥ 0.
We introduce new variables defined by
t¯1 = t4, t¯2 = t2t3, t¯3 = t1t3, t¯4 = t1t2t3t4 .
Then
t1 = t¯
−1
1 t¯
−1
2 t¯4, t2 = t¯
−1
1 t¯
−1
3 t¯4, t3 = t¯1t¯2t¯3t¯
−1
4 , t4 = t¯1.
Note that t¯1, . . . , t¯4 are monomials of t1, . . . , t4. So they correspond to a lattice in Z
4.
Since the correspondence between (t1, · · · , t4) and (t¯1, · · · , t¯4) is bijective, this lattice
must be unimodular. This implies that
d×t¯1d×t¯2d×t¯3d×t¯4 = d×t1d×t2d×t3d×t4.(9.12)
Suppose that γx ∈ VOv . Then t¯1, t¯2, t¯3 ∈ Ov. Since |P (x)|v is the maximum of |P (y)|v
for y ∈ Gkvx ∩ VOv , |P (x)|v ≥ |P (γx)|v = |t¯4|2v|P (x)|v, which implies that t¯4 ∈ Ov.
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The conditions that the (2, 2) entry in M1 and the (2, 1) and (1, 2) entries in M2 are
integers may be expressed as N t(u1, u2, u3) ∈ O3v where
N =
t1t2t3 t1t2t3 0t1t4 0 t1t3
0 t2t4 t2t3
 =
t¯−11 t¯4 t¯−11 t¯4 0t¯−12 t¯4 0 t¯3
0 t¯−13 t¯4 t¯2
 .
This matrix factorizes as N = D−11 CD2 where we have set D1 = diag(t¯1, t¯2, t¯3),
D2 = diag(t¯4, t¯4, t¯2t¯3) and
C =
1 1 01 0 1
0 1 1
 .
Let u¯1u¯2
u¯3
 = CD2
u1u2
u3
 .
Then the three conditions are equivalent to t(u¯1, u¯2, u¯3) ∈ D1O3v , which in turn is
equivalent to the conditions
u¯1 ∈ t¯1Ov , u¯2 ∈ t¯2Ov , u¯3 ∈ t¯3Ov .(9.13)
By computation, u1u2
u3
 = (1/2)
 t¯−14 (u¯1 + u¯2 − u¯3)t¯−14 (u¯1 − u¯2 + u¯3)
t¯−12 t¯
−1
3 (−u¯1 + u¯2 + u¯3)

and
du1du2du3 = |t¯2t¯3t¯24|−1v du¯1du¯2du¯3.(9.14)
The remaining condition for γx ∈ VOv is that m(t, u) ∈ Ov. Expressing m(t, u) in
terms of the coordinates (t¯1, t¯2, t¯3, t¯4, u¯1, u¯2, u¯3) we find that
m(t, u) = (1/4)t¯−11 t¯
−1
2 t¯
−1
3 [−Q(u¯1, u¯2, u¯3)− 4t¯24a2]
where Q(u¯1, u¯2, u¯3) = u¯
2
1 + u¯
2
2 + u¯
2
3 − 2(u¯1u¯2 + u¯1u¯3 + u¯2u¯3). Since v /∈ Mdy and
P (x) = −4a2, m(t, u) ∈ Ov if and only if
Q(u¯1, u¯2, u¯3)− t¯24P (x) ∈ t¯1t¯2t¯3Ov.(9.15)
We claim that at least one of |t¯1|v, |t¯3|v and |t¯2|v must be greater than or equal to
|t¯4|v. Suppose to the contrary that |t¯1|v, |t¯2|v, |t¯3|v < |t¯4|v. Then |u¯1|v, |u¯2|v, |u¯3|v <
|t¯4|v also, by (9.13), and so |Q(u¯1, u¯2, u¯3)|v ≤ |t¯4|2vq−2v . Furthermore, since t¯4 ∈ Ov,
|t¯1t¯2t¯3|v ≤ |t¯4|3vq−3v < |t¯4|2vq−2v
and it follows from (9.15) that |t¯4|2v|P (x)|v ≤ |t¯4|2vq−2v and so |P (x)|v ≤ q−2v . However,
by the choice of the standard orbital representatives, |P (x)|v ≥ q−1v and we have a
contradiction. This establishes our claim.
Next we claim that |t¯1|v, |t¯2|v, |t¯3|v ≥ |t¯4|2vq−1v . Suppose to the contrary that one of
these quantities is less than |t¯4|2vq−1v . In light of the symmetry between the roles of
the pairs (t¯1, u¯1), (t¯2, u¯2) and (t¯3, u¯3) we may suppose without loss of generality that
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|t¯3|v is the greatest of |t¯1|v, |t¯2|v and |t¯3|v and that |t¯1|v < |t¯4|2vq−1v . By the previous
paragraph, |t¯3|v ≥ |t¯4|v. Dividing (9.15) through by t¯23 we obtain
Q(t¯−13 u¯1, t¯
−1
3 u¯2, t¯
−1
3 u¯3)− (t¯−13 t¯4)2P (x) ∈ t¯−13 t¯1t¯2Ov ⊆ t¯−13 t¯1Ov.
We have u¯1/t¯3 ∈ (t¯1/t¯3)Ov and so we may drop the terms involving u¯1/t¯3 to obtain
(t¯−13 (u¯2 − u¯3))2 − (t¯−13 t¯4)2P (x) ∈ t¯−13 t¯1Ov.(9.16)
Now
|(t¯−13 t¯4)2P (x)|v ≥ |t¯3|−2v |t¯4|2vq−1v > |t¯3|−2v |t¯1|v ≥ |t¯3|−1v |t¯1|v
and hence |t¯−13 (u¯2 − u¯3)|2v = |(t¯−13 t¯4)2P (x)|v. This implies that |t¯−14 (u¯2 − u¯3)|2v =
|P (x)|v ≥ q−1v and so ordkv(t¯−14 (u¯2 − u¯3)) ≤ 0. By (9.16),
(t¯−14 (u¯2 − u¯3))2 − P (x) ∈ t¯−24 t¯1t¯3Ov ⊆ t¯−24 t¯1Ov ⊆ p2v.
These last two facts allow us to apply Hensel’s lemma to conclude that P (x) ∈ (k×v )2,
which contradicts the assumption that kv(x) 6= kv. Thus |t¯1|v, |t¯2|v, |t¯3|v ≥ |t¯4|2vq−1v ,
as claimed.
Changing variables to (t¯1, t¯2, t¯3, t¯4, u¯1, u¯2, u¯3) in (9.11) and using (9.12), (9.14), we
obtain
ax,v,2j ≤
∫
|t¯2t¯3t¯24|−1v d×t¯1d×t¯2d×t¯3d×t¯4du¯1du¯2du¯3
= q2jv
∫
|t¯2t¯3|−1v d×t¯1d×t¯2d×t¯3du¯1du¯2du¯3
where, on the domain of integration, |u¯i|v ≤ |t¯i|v and 1 ≥ |t¯i|v ≥ |t¯4|2vq−1v = q−2j−1v for
i = 1, 2, 3. Note that |t¯4|v = q−jv on Γjv. Carrying out the integration with respect to
u¯1, u¯2 and u¯3 we get
ax,v,2j ≤ q2jv
∫
|t¯1|vd×t¯1 d×t¯2 d×t¯3
≤ q2jv (1− q−1v )−1
∫
1≥|t¯3|v,|t¯2|v≥q−2j−1v
d×t¯2d×t¯3
≤ 2q2jv (2j + 2)2
= 8q2jv (j + 1)
2.
Note that the volume of the set ∪2j+1i=0 πivO×v is 2j + 2 and (1 − q−1v )−1 ≤ 2. Put
Bj(v) = 8q
2j
v (j + 1)
2. Using the formulæ
∞∑
j=1
q−jsv = q
−s
v (1− q−sv )−1,
∞∑
j=1
jq−jsv = q
−s
v (1− q−sv )−2,
∞∑
j=1
j2q−jsv = q
−s
v (1 + q
−s
v )(1− q−sv )−3,
(9.17)
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valid for Re(s) > 0, we obtain
∞∑
j=1
Bj(v)q
−2js
v = Lv(s)− 1,
valid for Re(s) > 1, where Lv(s) is given in the statement of the proposition. This
completes the proof.
Proposition 9.18. Let v ∈Min and suppose that x is the standard orbital represen-
tative for an orbit with kv(x) 6= kv. If
Lv(s) = 1 + 4(1− q−2(s−1)v )−2q−2(s−1)v (2− q−2(s−1)v )
then Ξx,v(s) 4 Lv(s).
Proof. The structure of this proof will be very similar to that of the proof of proposi-
tion 9.9 and so we shall abbreviate somewhat. We have x = wp for some irreducible
quadratic polynomial p(z) = z2 + a2 ∈ kv[z]. Let γ, dγ, Γv and Γjv be as in (9.1).
Arguing as in the previous proposition we obtain the inequality
ax,v,2j ≤
∫
Γjv
Φv,0(γx) dγ(9.19)
for all j ≥ 0.
Calculation gives γx = (M1,M2) where
M1 =
(
0 tσ1 t2
t1t2 t2Nk˜v/kv(t1)Trk˜v/kv(u1)
)
,
M2 =
(
t3 t
σ
1 (t3u
σ
1 + t2u2)
t1(t3u1 + t2u2) m(t, u)
)
with
m(t, u) = t2Nk˜v/kv(t1)Trk˜v/kv(u1)u2 + t3Nk˜v/kv(t1)[Nk˜v/kv(u1)− a2].
We introduce new variables defined by
t¯1 = t1t2, t¯2 = t3, t¯3 = t2t3Nk˜v/kv(t1).
Then
t1 = t¯
−σ
1 t¯
−1
2 t¯3, t2 = t¯2t¯
−1
3 Nk˜v/kv(t¯1), t3 = t¯2.
Since we are dealing with coordinates in two different fields, kv and k˜v, a small digres-
sion is required to calculate the relationship between d×t¯1d×t¯2d×t¯3 and d×t1d×t2d×t3.
Let us fix an element β ∈ k˜×v which satisfies βσ = −β. For u ∈ k˜v, we de-
fine u+ = u + uσ and u− = (u − uσ)/β. Both u+ and u− lie in kv and since
u = (1/2)(u+ + βu−), u+ and u− serve as kv coordinates for k˜v. We use this no-
tation replacing u by other letters. The measure corresponding to dt+1 dt
−
1 is invariant
under addition and hence there is a constant Cv, depending only on k, k˜ and v, such
that
d×t1 = Cv
dt+1 dt
−
1
|Nk˜v/kv(t1)|v
.
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We also have Nk˜v/kv(t1) = (1/4)[(t
+
1 )
2 − β2(t−1 )2] and a calculation gives∣∣∣∣∂(t¯+1 , t¯−1 , t¯2, t¯3)∂(t+1 , t−1 , t2, t3)
∣∣∣∣
v
= |t3Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)|v
so that dt¯+1 dt¯
−
1 d
×t¯2d×t¯3/|Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)|v = dt+1 dt−1 d×t2d×t3 /|Nk˜v/kv(t1)|v. Multiplying
both sides by Cv we obtain
d×t¯1d×t¯2d×t¯3 = d×t1d×t2d×t3.(9.20)
Suppose that γx ∈ VOv . Then t¯1 ∈ O˜v and t¯2 ∈ Ov. Also t¯3 ∈ Ov by Lemma 8.16.
If we set
u¯1 = Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)u2 + t¯3u1
u¯2 = t¯3Trk˜v/kv(u1)
then the (2, 2) entry in M1 is t¯
−1
2 u¯2 and the (2, 1) entry in M2 is t¯
−σ
1 u¯1 and it follows
that
u¯1 ∈ t¯σ1O˜v and u¯2 ∈ t¯2Ov.
We have
u1 = (1/2)t¯
−1
3 (u¯1 − u¯σ1 + u¯2),
u2 = (1/2)Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)
−1(u¯1 + u¯σ1 − u¯2)
and so
u+1 = t¯
−1
3 u¯2,
u−1 = t¯
−1
3 u¯
−
1 ,
u2 = (1/2)Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)
−1(u¯+1 − u¯2).
Hence du+1 du
−
1 du2 = |t¯3|−2v |Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)|−1v du¯+1 du¯−1 du¯2 which implies that
du1du2 = |t¯3|−2v |Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)|−1v du¯1du¯2.(9.21)
The remaining condition for γx ∈ VOv is that m(t, u) ∈ Ov. In the coordinates
(t¯1, t¯2, t¯3, u¯1, u¯2) we have
m(t, u) = (1/4)t¯−12 Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)
−1[−Q(u¯1, u¯2) + t¯23P (x)]
where
Q(u¯1, u¯2) = u¯
2
1 + u¯
2
2 + (u¯
σ
1)
2 − 2(u¯1u¯2 + u¯σ1 u¯2 + u¯1u¯σ1).
Thus m(t, u) ∈ Ov if and only if
Q(u¯1, u¯2)− t¯23P (x) ∈ t¯2Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)Ov.(9.22)
Note that for any a ∈ kv we have |a|k˜v = |a|2v. We claim that either |t¯2|v ≥ |t¯3|v or
|t¯1|k˜v ≥ |t¯3|2vq−1v . Suppose to the contrary that |t¯2|v ≤ |t¯3|vq−1v and |t¯1|k˜v ≤ |t¯3|2vq−2v ,
so that |t¯2|k˜v ≤ |t¯3|2vq−2v . Then |u¯1|k˜v , |u¯2|k˜v ≤ |t¯3|2kvq−2v and so |Q(u¯1, u¯2)|k˜v ≤ |t¯3|4vq−4v .
Also
|t¯2Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)|k˜v ≤ |t¯3|2vq−2v |t¯3|4vq−4v < |t¯3|4vq−4v .
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So, from (9.22), |t¯23P (x)|k˜v ≤ |t¯3|4vq−4v . Thus |P (x)|v ≤ q−2v , which is a contradiction.
The claim follows.
Next we claim that |t¯1|k˜v ≥ |t¯3|4vq−2v . Suppose to the contrary that |t¯1|k˜v ≤ |t¯3|4vq−3v .
Then, from the previous paragraph, |t¯2|k˜v ≥ |t¯3|2v. Dividing (9.22) by t¯22 we obtain
Q(t¯−12 u¯2, t¯
−1
2 u¯1)−
(
t¯−12 t¯3)
2P (x) ∈ t¯−12 Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)Ov ⊆ t¯−12 t¯1O˜v.
Since u¯1/t¯2, u¯
σ
1/t¯2 ∈ (t¯1/t¯2)O˜v this containment implies that
(t¯−12 u¯2)
2 − (t¯−12 t¯3)2P (x) ∈ t¯−12 t¯1O˜v.(9.23)
Now
|(t¯−12 t¯3)2P (x)|k˜v ≥ |t¯2|−2k˜v |t¯3|
4
vq
−2
v > |t¯2|−2k˜v |t¯1|k˜v ≥ |t¯2|
−1
k˜v
|t¯1|k˜v .
Hence
|(t¯−12 u¯2)2|k˜v = |(t¯−12 t¯3)2P (x)|k˜v .
This implies that |u¯2/t¯3|2v = |P (x)|v ≥ q−1v and so ordkv(u¯2/t¯3) ≤ 0. By (9.23),
(t¯−13 u¯2)
2 − P (x) ∈ t¯−23 t¯1t¯2O˜v ⊆ t¯−23 t¯1O˜v.
Thus |(u¯2/t¯3)2 − P (x)|k˜v ≤ |t¯1/t¯23|k˜v ≤ q−3v and so |(u¯2/t¯3)2 − P (x)|v ≤ q−2v . We
may now apply Hensel’s lemma to conclude that P (x) ∈ (k×v )2, which contradicts the
assumption that kv(x) 6= kv. Thus |t¯1|k˜v ≥ |t¯3|4vq−2v .
Changing variables to (t¯1, t¯2, t¯3, u¯1, u¯2) in (9.19) and using (9.20), (9.21), we obtain
ax,v,2j ≤
∫
|t¯3|−2v |Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)|−1v d×t¯1d×t¯2d×t¯3du¯1du¯2
= q2jv
∫
|Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)|−1v d×t¯1d×t¯2du¯1du¯2
where, on the domain of integration, |u¯2|v ≤ |t¯2|v, |u¯1|k˜v ≤ |t¯1|k˜v = |Nk˜v/kv(t¯1)|v,
|t¯2| ≤ 1 and |t¯3|4kvq−2v ≤ |t¯1|k˜v ≤ 1. Carrying out the integration with respect to u¯1
and u¯2 we get
ax,v,2j ≤ q2jv
∫
|t¯2|d×t¯1d×t¯2
≤ q2jv (1− q−1v )−1
∫
1≥|t¯1|k˜v≥q
−2
v |t¯3|4v
d×t¯1
≤ 2q2jv (2j + 2)
since k˜v/kv is unramified. Set Bj(v) = 4q
2j
v (j + 1). Using (9.17), we obtain
∞∑
j=1
Bj(v)q
−2js
v = Lv(s)− 1,
valid for Re(s) > 1, where Lv(s) is given in the statement of the proposition. This
completes the proof.
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We define
Lv(s) =

1 + 29q
−2(s−1)
v − 21q−4(s−1)v + 7q−6(s−1)v
(1− q−(2s−1)v )(1− q−2(s−1)v )4
v ∈Msp,
1 + 6q
−2(s−1)
v − 3q−4(s−1)v
(1− q−(2s−1)v )(1− q−2(s−1)v )3
v ∈Min.
(9.24)
Proposition 9.25. Let Lv(s) be defined by (9.24). Then Ξx,v(s) 4 Lv(s) for all
v ∈ M \ S0 and all x ∈ V sskv . The product
∏
v∈M\S0 Lv(s) converges absolutely and
locally uniformly in the region Re(s) > 3/2. Moreover, if Lv(s) =
∑∞
n=0 ℓv,nq
−ns
v then
ℓv,0 = 1, ℓv,n ≥ 0 for all n and the series is convergent in the region Re(s) > 1. Thus
Condition 6.13 is satisfied.
Proof. Suppose we have two series
Li,v(s) = 1 +
∞∑
j=1
Bi,j(v)q
−js
v , i = 1, 2 ,
with Bi,j(v) ≥ 0 for all i and j. Then
L1,v(s)L2,v(s) = 1 +
∞∑
j=1
Cj(v)q
−js
v
with
Cj(v) = B1,j(v) +B2,j(v) +
j−1∑
m=1
B1,m(v)B2,j−m(v)
and so if we set Lv(s) = L1,v(s)L2,v(s) then L1,v(s) 4 Lv(s), L2,v(s) 4 Lv(s) and
Cj(v) ≥ 0 for all j.
We have shown that if v ∈Msp then
Ξx,v(Φv,0, s) = (1− q−(2s−1)v )−1(1− q−(2s−2)v )−1
if kv(x) = kv and
Ξx,v(Φv,0, s) 4 (1− q−2(s−1)v )−3[1 + 29q−2(s−1)v − 21q−4(s−1)v + 7q−6(s−1)v ]
if kv(x) 6= kv (the right hand side comes from writing Lv(s) in Proposition 9.9 over
a common denominator). Multiplying these two gives the value of Lv(s) recorded in
(9.24). The case v ∈Min is similar.
From their construction, the series for Lv(s) in (9.24) have non-negative coefficients
and constant term 1. It follows by inspection that these series converge when Re(s) >
1. The discussion in the first paragraph shows that Ξx,v(s) 4 Lv(s) for all v ∈M \S0
and x ∈ V sskv . Finally, it is well-known that the series
∑
v∈M\S0 q
−s
v is absolutely and
locally uniformly convergent in the region Re(s) > 1. The usual convergence test for
products now shows that
∏
v∈M\S0 Lv(s) has the stated convergence properties.
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10. The volume of the Integral Points of the Stabilizer
Suppose that v ∈ Mf and that x ∈ V sskv is a standard orbital representative. In
this section we shall compute the volume of the intersection Kv ∩ G◦xkv under the
canonical measure dg′′x,v introduced in Definition 5.13, unless v ∈Mdy and x has type
(rm rm ur) or (rm rm rm). These cases, which involve additional technicalities, will
be dealt with in [17].
As in section 7, we let ∆k˜v/kv = p
δ˜v
v . We shall use the notation for elements of the
stabilizer introduced in section 3. Note that since w,wp ∈ VOv in all cases, Gw and
Gwp are defined over Ov. The canonical measure on G◦x kv is induced via the map
θ : G◦x kv → Hxkv from the measure dtx,v (we are suppressing the element gx since it
plays no essential role here). Now θ(Kv ∩ G◦xkv) ⊆ HxOv and the measure of HxOv
under dtx,v is 1. Below we shall consider the subgroup θ(Kv ∩G◦x kv) of HxOv in order
to compute vol(Kv ∩G◦xkv).
Lemma 10.1. Let x = wp with p(z) = z
2 + a1z + a2 be a standard orbital repre-
sentative. If v ∈ Msp then g = (Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), Ap(c3, d3)) ∈ G◦x kv lies in Kv
if and only if c1, c2, d1, d2 ∈ Ov and detAp(cj, dj) ∈ O×v for j = 1, 2. If v /∈ Msp
then g = (Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2)) ∈ G◦xkv lies in Kv if and only if c1, d1 ∈ O˜v and
detAp(c1, d1) ∈ O˜×v .
Proof. The conditions on cj, dj and detAp(cj, dj) which are proposed in the statement
simply say that Ap(cj, dj) lies in the standard maximal compact subgroup in that
factor for j = 1, 2 (respectively j = 1) and so they are certainly necessary. To see
that they are also sufficient we must show that they imply that the last entry in g
also lies in the relevant maximal compact subgroup. But this follows immediately
from Lemmas 3.27 and 3.30.
In the following, when we consider wp we let α = {α1, α2} be the set of roots of p(z)
as usual. Also, when kv(wp)/kv is quadratic, we denote by ν the non-trivial element
of Gal(kv(wp)/kv).
Proposition 10.2. Suppose that the type of the orbit containing the standard repre-
sentative x is on the list (sp), (in), (rm), (sp ur), (sp rm). Then vol(Kv ∩G◦xkv) = 1.
Proof. We have to show that in every case listed above θ(Kv ∩ G◦xkv) = HxOv .
Of the triple (sp), (in), (rm) we deal with the first, since the other two are very
similar. For this orbit p(z) = z2 − z, we have HxOv = (O×v )4 and the map θ is
θ(Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), Ap(c3, d3)) = (c1, c1+ d1, c2, c2+ d2). Note that in this case we
may choose hα = (
1 −1
0 1 ) in (5.2). Then computing gpsx(tx)g
−1
p in (5.2) explicitly for
tx = (c1, c1+d1, c2, c2+d2), we get the formula for θ. If h = (t1, t2, t3, t4) ∈ HxOv then
θ(g) = h where g = (Ap(t1, t2−t1), Ap(t3, t4−t3), ∗) and, since detAp(ti, tj−ti) = titj ,
it follows from Lemma 10.1 that g ∈ Kv.
This leaves the cases (sp ur) and (sp rm). Recall that p(z) was chosen so that
Okv(x) = Ov[α1]. We have HxOv = (O×kv(x))2 and the map θ is
θ(Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), ∗) = (c1 + d1α1, c2 + d2α1) .
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If h = (t1, t2) ∈ HxOv then t1, t2 ∈ O×kv(x) and so we may find c1, d1, c2, d2 ∈ Ov so that
t1 = c1+ d1α1 and t2 = c2+ d2α1. If we set g = (Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), ∗) ∈ G◦xkv then
detAp(cj, dj) = (cj + djα1)(cj + djα2) = tjt
ν
j ∈ O×v . Thus g ∈ Kv and θ(g) = h.
Proposition 10.3. If the type of the orbit containing the standard representative
x is (in ur) then vol(Kv ∩ G◦x kv) = 1. If it is (rm rm)* then vol(Kv ∩ G◦x kv) =
(1− q−1v )−1q−δ˜vv .
Proof. For these cases Hx Ov = (O˜×v )2 and θ is θ(Ap(c, d), ∗) = (c+dα1, c+dα2). Note
that we get this formula by explicitly computing gpsx(tx)g
−1
p for tx = (c+dα1, c+dα2)
in (5.5). Given t1, t2 ∈ O˜×v we wish to determine whether there are integers c, d ∈ O˜v
such that θ(Ap(c, d), ∗) = (t1, t2), because (t1, t2) ∈ θ(Kv ∩G◦xkv) if and only if this is
possible. Elementary linear algebra shows that
c = (α2t1 − α1t2)/(α2 − α1) , d = (t2 − t1)/(α2 − α1) .
Thus (t1, t2) ∈ θ(Kv ∩G◦x kv) if and only if α2 − α1 divides t2 − t1 and α2t1 − α1t2. If
k˜v = kv(x) is unramified over kv then α2 − α1 is a unit and this is no condition on t1
and t2. Thus θ(Kv ∩G◦xkv) = HxOv in this case and the first claim follows.
If k˜v = kv(x) is ramified over kv then (α2 − α1) = p˜δ˜vv and so we must have
t1 ≡ t2 (p˜δ˜vv ). With this condition
α2t1 − α1t2 = (α2 − α1)t1 + α1(t1 − t2) ∈ p˜δ˜vv
and so the second condition also holds. Thus
θ(Kv ∩G◦x kv) = {(t1, t2) ∈ HxOv | t1 ≡ t2 (p˜δ˜vv )}
∼= {(t¯1, t¯2) ∈ HxOv | t¯1 ≡ 1 (p˜δ˜vv )} ,
where the isomorphism is by the measure preserving map (t1, t2) 7→ (t1t−12 , t2). Thus
vol(Kv ∩G◦x kv) = vol(1 + p˜δ˜vv ) under the normalized multiplicative Haar measure on
k˜×v . The second claim follows.
In the remaining cases, the fields k˜v and kv(x) are distinct quadratic extensions of
kv and we shall assume this to be so for the rest of this section.
Lemma 10.4. We have θ(Kv ∩G◦x kv) = O˜v[α1]×.
Proof. The map θ is θ(Ap(c, d), ∗) = c + dα1 ∈ k˜v(x)× as pointed out in the proof
of Lemma 3.30. If κ ∈ Kv ∩ G◦xkv and κ = (Ap(c, d), ∗) then c, d ∈ O˜v and so
θ(κ) ∈ O˜v[α1]. Moreover, detAp(c, d) = θ(κ)θ(κ)ν and since detAp(c, d) ∈ O˜×v and
O˜v[α1] is stable under ν, it follows that θ(κ) is a unit in the ring O˜v[α1]. Thus θ(Kv∩
G◦xkv) ⊆ O˜v[α1]×. Suppose that c+ dα ∈ O˜v[α1]×. Then c, d ∈ O˜v and detAp(c, d) =
(c+dα1)(c+dα2) ∈ O˜×v and it follows from Lemma 10.1 that (Ap(c, d), ∗) ∈ Kv∩G◦x kv .
This establishes the reverse inclusion.
Proposition 10.5. If the type of the orbit containing the standard representative x
is (rm ur) or (in rm) then vol(Kv ∩G◦xkv) = 1.
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Proof. If the type is (rm ur) then p(z) ∈ kv[z] either has the form p(z) = z2 − r with
r a non-square unit, if v /∈ Mdy, or is an Artin-Schreier polynomial, if v ∈ Mdy. By
hypothesis, p(z) is irreducible when regarded as an element of k˜v[z]. Thinking of k˜v
as the ground field, these facts imply that Ok˜v(x) = O˜v[α1] and so θ(Kv ∩ G◦xkv) =
O×
k˜v(x)
= HxOv , by Lemma 10.4.
If the type is (in rm) then p(z) ∈ kv[z] is an Eisenstein polynomial and, since k˜v/kv
is unramified, p(z) is still an Eisenstein polynomial when regarded as an element of
k˜v[z]. Thus Ok˜v(x) = O˜v[α1] and, again by the Lemma, θ(Kv ∩G◦xkv) = HxOv .
We are left with the type (rm rm ur) with v /∈ Mdy. In this case k˜v(x) =
kv(
√
πv,
√
η) where πv is a uniformizer and η is a non-square unit. We may assume
without loss of generality that k˜v = kv(
√
πv) and kv(x) = kv(
√
πvη).
Proposition 10.6. If v ∈Mf \Mdy and x is the standard orbital representative for
an orbit with type (rm rm ur) then vol(Kv ∩G◦xkv) = (qv + 1)−1.
Proof. We may choose p(z) = z2−πvη as the Eisenstein polynomial associated to the
extension kv(x)/kv. Then α1 =
√
πvη and so θ(Kv ∩G◦x kv) = O˜v[
√
πvη]
× by Lemma
10.4. Since O˜v = Ov[√πv], we have
O˜v[√πvη]× = {e1 + e2πv√η + e3√πv + e4√πvη | e1 ∈ O×v , e2, e3, e4 ∈ Ov} .
On the other hand, Ok˜v(x) = O˜v[
√
η] and so HxOv = O×k˜v(x) is
{f1 + f2√η + f3√πv + f4√πvη | f1, . . . , f4 ∈ Ov, f1 or f2 a unit} .
From this it is clear that
[HxOv : θ(Kv ∩G◦xkv)] = qv + 1
and so the volume has the indicated value.
11. Orbital Volumes at the Finite Places
In this section we compute vol(Kvx) for all standard orbital representatives, x,
when v is a finite, non-dyadic place. When v is dyadic we compute the sum of
vol(Kvx) over the equivalence class of x under the relation ≍ introduced in section 7,
unless x has type (rm rm)*, (rm rm ur) or (rm rm rm). These cases will be treated
in [17]. Throughout this section, v will be a finite place of k.
Our strategy is to find a subset D of Kvx, defined by congruence conditions, whose
translates cover the orbit and then to find its stabilizer modulo a certain high power
of the prime ideal. Since the entries of elements of V may lie in different fields we need
a notation for congruences which takes this into account. Suppose that v /∈Msp. We
use the coordinate system (3.10) on Vkv . If x = (xij) and y = (yij) are written with
respect to this coordinate system then x ≡ y (pn1v , p˜n2v ) means that xi0 ≡ yi0 (pn1v ),
xi2 ≡ yi2 (pn1v ) and xi1 ≡ yi1 (p˜n2v ) for i = 1, 2. If v ∈Msp then x ≡ y (pnv ) will signify
congruences to the modulus pnv on all the corresponding entries of the two pairs of
matrices.
In addition to this, we shall require some notation from earlier sections, which we
now briefly recall. We put 2Ov = pmvv (so that mv = 0 unless v is dyadic) and if
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kv(x)/kv is quadratic then we put ∆kv(x)/kv = p
δx,v
v . If p(z) = z2 + a1z + a2 ∈ kv[z]
then α = {α1, α2} will be its set of roots. Our standard orbital representative for
orbits with kv(x) = kv is x = wp with p(z) = z
2 − z. However, we shall find it
convenient to make use of x = w instead. Note that if gp is as in (3.18) then gp ∈ Kv
and so Kvwp = Kvw and this substitution is permissible. So we shall use w as the
standard orbital representative of the orbit of w.
Since w,wp ∈ GOv , Gw and Gwp are defined over Ov. So for any j ≥ 0 we may
consider GxOv/pj+1v and G
◦
xOv/pj+1v . We may also consider the reduction x¯ of x mod-
ulo pj+1v and its stabilizer, Gx¯Ov/pj+1v . In general, GxOv/pj+1v and Gx¯Ov/pj+1v may not
coincide and we have to proceed carefully. However, GxOv/pj+1v ⊆ Gx¯Ov/pj+1v in all
cases.
The following lemma describe GxOv/pj+1v . when v ∈Msp.
Lemma 11.1. Suppose v ∈ Msp and x = wp is a standard orbital representative.
Then G◦
xOv/pj+1v consists of elements of the form (3.28) such that
detAp(c1, d1), detAp(c2, d2) ∈ (Ov/pj+1v )×
and c3, d3 ∈ Ov/pj+1v are related to c1, c2, d1, d2 ∈ Ov/pj+1v by (3.29). Moreover,
[GxOv/pj+1v : G
◦
xOv/pj+1v ] = 2
and the non-trivial class in GxOv/pj+1v /G
◦
xOv/pj+1v is represented by (τp, τp, τp).
Proof. We briefly sketch the proof here. The conditions in Lemma 3.27 determine the
structure of Gx as a scheme over Ov regarding c1, d1, c2, d2 as variables. Note that
the inequalities Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2) 6= 0 can be regarded as equations x1Ap(c1, d1) =
x2Ap(c2, d2) = 1 after adding variables x1, x2. Then GxOv/pj+1v is by definition the set
of (Ov/pj+1v )-valued points of this scheme and so the equation 3.29 will be regarded
as an equation over Ov/pj+1v and the above inequalities, after reduction modulo pj+1v ,
can be regarded as the condition that Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2) are units. Since (τp, τp, τp)
is defined over Ov, this proves the lemma.
Similarly, the following lemma follows from Lemma 3.30 and we will not give a
proof.
Lemma 11.2. Suppose v /∈ Msp and x = wp is a standard orbital representative.
Then GxOv/pj+1v consists of elements of the form (3.31) such that detAp(c1, d1) ∈
(O˜v/p˜j+1v )× or (O˜v/p˜2(j+1)v )×, according as k˜v/kv is ramified or unramified, and c2, d2 ∈
Ov/pj+1v are related to c1, d1 ∈ O˜v/p˜j+1v or O˜v/p˜2(j+1)v by (3.32). Moreover,
[GxOv/pj+1v : G
◦
xOv/pj+1v ] = 2
and the non-trivial class in GxOv/pj+1v /G
◦
xOv/pj+1v is represented by (τp, τp).
Definition 11.3. For x = (x1, x2) ∈ VOv/pj+1v let Span(x) be the Ov/pj+1v -module
generated by x1 and x2.
The following simple observation will be useful below. We will usually apply it
with x being the reduction modulo pj+1v of a standard orbital representative.
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Lemma 11.4. Let v ∈ Msp. Given g1, g2 ∈ GL(2)Ov/pj+1v , there exists an element
g3 ∈ GL(2)Ov/pj+1v such that (g1, g2, g3) ∈ GxOv/pj+1v if and only if Span((g1, g2, 1)x) =
Span(x). Similarly, let v /∈ Msp. Given g1 ∈ GL(2)O˜v/p˜j+1v or GL(2)O˜v/p˜2(j+1)v , ac-
cording as v ∈ Min or v ∈ Mrm, there exists g2 ∈ GL(2)Ov/pj+1v such that (g1, g2) ∈
GxOv/pj+1v if and only if Span((g1, 1)x) = Span(x).
Before continuing, we would like to mention a simple fact which we shall have to
use frequently below. If v is a finite, non-dyadic place of k and v /∈Msp then any class
in O˜v/p˜jv which is fixed by σ has a representative which lies in Ov. To see this, simply
observe that if u ∈ O˜v represents such a class then uσ ≡ u (p˜jv) and so u′ = 12(u+ uσ)
satisfies u′ ≡ u (p˜jv) and u′ ∈ Ov. Of course, the corresponding claim when v is a
dyadic place is false.
Proposition 11.5. If kv(x)/kv is not ramified then Gx¯Ov/pj+1v = GxOv/pj+1v .
Proof. We first consider the case x = w. Suppose v ∈ Msp. Let g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈
Gw¯Ov/pj+1v be as in (3.8) where the entries are elements of Ov/pj+1v . By computation,
(g1, g2, 1)w =
((
g111g211 g111g221
g121g211 g121g221
)
,
(
g112g212 g112g222
g122g212 g122g222
))
.
Since Span((g1, g2, 1)w¯) = Span(w¯),
g111g221 = g121g211 = g112g222 = g122g212 = 0.
If g111 is a unit then g221 = 0. Thus g211, g222 are units. So g112 = g121 = 0. This
implies g122 is a unit and so g212 = 0. If g111 is not a unit, g121 must be a unit.
By a similar argument, we can conclude that g111 = g122 = g211 = g222 = 0 and
g112, g121, g212, g221 are units. Multiplying by an element of GxOv/pj+1v if necessary, we
may assume that g1 = g2 = 1. Then it is easy to see that g3 = 1. It follows that
Gw¯Ov/pj+1v = GwOv/pj+1v . The case v /∈Msp is similar.
We now assume kv(x)/kv is quadratic and unramified. Suppose v ∈ Msp. Let
g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Gx¯Ov/pj+1v . We choose representatives of g1, g2, g3 in GL(2)Ov and
use the same notation. Since kv(x)/kv is unramified, if c, d ∈ Ov, c + dα1 is a unit
if and only if either c or d is a unit. The (1, 1)-entry of Ap(ci, di)gi is cigi11 − digi21
and the (1, 2)-entry is cigi12− digi22. Since either gi12 or gi22 is a unit, we may choose
ci = gi22 and di = gi12 to make the (1, 2)-entry of Ap(ci, di)gi zero. Replacing gi by
an element of the form (Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), Ap(c3, d3))g (with c3, d3 determined by
c1, c2, d1, d2), we may assume that
g1 =
(
1 0
u1 t1
)
, g2 =
(
1 0
u2 t2
)
.(11.6)
If x = wp and y =
( y0 y1
yσ1 y2
)
, y¯ ∈ Span(x¯) if and only if y1 = yσ1 and y2−a1y1+a2y0 = 0.
By computation, (g1, g2, 1)x = (M1,M2) where
M1 =
(
0 t2
t1 a1t1t2 + t2u1 + t1u2
)
,
M2 =
(
1 a1t2 + u2
a1t1 + u1 u1u2 + a1(t2u1 + t1u2) + (a
2
1 − a2)t1t2
)
.
(11.7)
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Therefore t1 = t2, u1 = u2, and
a1(t1 − 1) + 2u1 = 0, u21 + a1(2t1 − 1)u1 + a21(t21 − t1) + a2(1− t21) = 0.(11.8)
If v is not dyadic, a1 = 0. So u1 = t
2
1 − 1 = 0. Then g1, g2 are both the identity
matrix or both −τp. If v is dyadic, p is an Artin-Schreier polynomial. This means
a1 = −1 and a2 is a unit. By the first condition of (11.8), t1 = 2u1 + 1. Substituting
in the second condition and simplifying, (4a2 − 1)(u21 + u1) = 0. Since 4a2 − 1 is a
unit, u21 + u1 = 0. If u1 is a unit, u1 = −1, and if u1 is not a unit, u1 = 0. Note
that this argument is valid in Ov/pj+1v (even though it is not a field). If u1 = −1
then t1 = −1 and g1, g2 are both −τp. If u1 = 0 then t1 = 1 and g1, g2 = 1. Then
since (−1,−1, 1), (τp, τp, τp) ∈ GxOv/pj+1v , (−τp,−τp, τp) ∈ GxOv/pj+1v . This proves the
proposition when v ∈Msp.
Suppose now that v /∈ Msp. Let g = (g1, g2) ∈ Gx¯Ov/pj+1v be as in (3.8) where
entries of g2 are in Ov/pj+1v and entries of g1 are in O˜v/p˜j+1v or O˜v/p˜2(j+1)v , according
as v ∈ Min or Mrm. We first show that the right GxOv/pj+1v -coset of g contains an
element of the form ((
1 0
u1 t1
)
, ∗
)
.(11.9)
If v ∈Mrm, roots of p(z) still generates the unique unramified quadratic extension of
k˜v and so an element c1 + d1α1 with c1, d1 ∈ O˜v is a unit if and only if c1 or d1 is a
unit. We choose c1 = g122, d1 = g112. Then either c1 or d1 is a unit. So there exist
c2, d2 ∈ Ov such that (Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2)) ∈ GxOv/pj+1v . Multiplying this element
by g, we may assume that g112 = 0.
If v ∈ Min then kv(x) = k˜v is unramified over kv. Note that p(z) is irreducible
modulo pv by assumption. Therefore, x¯ ∈ V ssOv/pv . Since Ov/pv is a perfect field, one
can use the same argument as in Proposition (2.10)(2) [16], p. 323 to determine the
stabilizer Gx¯Ov/pv . So the proposition is true if j = 0.
By the previous step, we can multiply g by an element of GxOv/pv to assume
that g112, g121 ∈ p˜v. Let c1 = g122, d1 = g112. Then c1 ∈ O˜×v and d1 ∈ p˜v. So
c1 − d1α1 ≡ c1 − d1α2 ≡ c1 (p˜v). Therefore, there exist c2, d2 ∈ Ov such that
(Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2)) ∈ GxOv/pj+1v . Multiplying g by this element, we may assume
g112 = 0.
In both cases, g112 = 0 and so g111, g122 ∈ O˜×v . Multiplying by an element of the
form (Ap(c1, 0), Ap(c2, d2)) ∈ GxOv/pj+1v , we may further assume that g111 = 1.
This done, (g1, 1)wp is given by (11.7) with t2, u2 replaced by t
σ
1 , u
σ
1 . Therefore, by
the same argument, t1 = t
σ
1 , u
σ
1 = u1, and the condition (11.8) holds also. After this,
the argument is the same as in the case v ∈Msp.
Definition 11.10. Let x denote any of the standard orbital representatives. In each
of the cases enumerated below, we define D to be the set of y ∈ VOv such that
y ≡ x (pn1v , p˜n2v ) if v /∈ Msp or y ≡ x (pnv ) if v ∈ Msp, where n1, n2 and n are as
indicated.
(1) n = 2mv + 1 if x has type (sp) or (sp ur),
(2) n = 2 if x has type (sp rm) and v /∈Mdy,
(3) n1 = n2 = 2mv + 1 if x has type (in) or (in ur),
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(4) n1 = n2 = 2 if x has type (in rm) and v /∈Mdy,
(5) n1 = 2mv + 1, n2 = 4mv + 2 if x has type (rm) or (rm ur),
(6) n1 = 2, n2 = 4 if x has type (rm rm)* or (rm rm ur) and v /∈Mdy.
Proposition 11.11. Let x have one of the types enumerated in Definition 11.10 and
D be the corresponding set. If y ∈ D then kv(y) = kv(x).
Proof. By the choice of orbital representatives, P (x) is a unit when kv(x)/kv is not
ramified (including the case kv(x) = kv) and (P (x)) = p
δx,v
v when kv(x)/kv is ramified.
In cases (1), (3) and (5), we have P (y) ≡ P (x) (p2mv+1v ) and P (x) is a unit. This
congruence may be rewritten as P (y)/P (x) ≡ 1 (p2mv+1v ). By Hensel’s lemma, a unit
is a square if and only if it is a square modulo p2mv+1v . Note that this is true whether
or not v is dyadic. So P (y)/P (x) is a square. This implies that kv(y) = kv(x) in all
these cases.
In case (2), the condition implies that P (y) ≡ P (x) (p2v) and hence that we have
P (y)/P (x) ≡ 1 (pv), which again implies that kv(y) = kv(x), since v is not dyadic.
The same argument works for case (4) because p˜2v ∩Ov = p2v in this case.
In case (6), the assumption implies that P (y) ≡ P (x) (p2v) and ordkv(P (x)) = 1.
So P (y)P (x)−1 ≡ 1 (pv). Since v is not dyadic, P (y)P (x)−1 ∈ (k×v )2. Therefore,
kv(y) = kv(x).
Proposition 11.12. Let x have one of the types enumerated in Definition 11.10 and
D be the corresponding set. Then D ⊆ Kvx.
Proof. We first deal with (1)–(5) in Definition 11.10. For every one of these orbit
types, we showed in section 8 that there exists an omega set for x. Suppose that
y ∈ D. Then kv(y) = kv(x) and so y ∈ Gkvx. Since y is also integral, it follows
from the first property of omega sets that y ∈ Ωx,vx. That is, y = gx for some
g ∈ Ωx,v. We have seen above that the congruence conditions on y also imply that
|P (y)|v = |P (x)|v and so g ∈ Ω1x,v = Kv. This proves the claim for (1)–(5).
Consider case (6). Let
G(π2v) = {g ∈ Kv | g1 ≡ 1 (p˜4v), g2 ≡ 1 (p2v)}.
Then G(π2v) fixes the set D. Consider the usual coordinates y = (yij) as in (3.10).
Since y20 ≡ 1 (p2v), (1, a(y−120 , 1)) ∈ G(π2v). Applying this element, we may assume
that y20 = 1. Since y10 ≡ 0 (p2v), (1, tn(−y10)) ∈ G(π2v). Applying this element, we
may assume that y10 = 0. Since y11 ≡ 1 (p˜4v), (a(y−111 , 1), 1) ∈ G(π2v). Applying this
element, we may assume that y11 = 1. Since we are assuming v /∈ Mdy, we chose p
so that a1 = 0. So y12 ≡ 0 (p2v). So by a similar argument, we may assume y12 = 0.
Also y21 ≡ 0 (p˜4v) and y22 ≡ −a2 (p2v). We may assume that k˜v = kv(
√
πv). Let
y21 = π
2
v(c + d
√
πv) where c, d ∈ Ov. Then (n(−dπ2v
√
πv), n(−π2vc)) ∈ G(π2v). Note
that Trkv/kv(−dπ2v
√
πv) = 0. So applying this element, we may assume that y21 = 0.
Then −y22a−12 ≡ 1 (pv). So −y22a−12 = t2 with t ∈ O×v by Hensel’s lemma. Applying
(a(1, t−1), a(t, 1)), we get y22 = −a2.
Proposition 11.13. (1) If x has type (sp) then vol(Kvx) = (1/2)(1+q
−1
v )(1−q−2v )2.
(2) If x has type (sp ur) then vol(Kvx) = (1/2)(1− q−1v )3(1− q−2v ).
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(3) If x has type (in) or (in ur) then vol(Kvx) = (1/2)(1− q−1v )(1− q−4v ).
(4) If x has type (rm) then vol(Kvx) = (1/2)(1− q−2v )2.
(5) If x has type (rm ur) then vol(Kvx) = (1/2)(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v ).
Proof. Let j = 2mv in all cases. Then vol(Kvx) = vol(D)#
(
GOv/pj+1v /Gx¯Ov/pj+1v
)
. By
Proposition 11.5, Gx¯Ov/pj+1v = GxOv/pj+1v .
Consider (1). In this case, G◦
xOv/pj+1v
∼= ((Ov/pj+1v )×)4. So its order is ((qv− 1)qjv)4.
Therefore,
vol(Kvx) = q
−8(j+1)
v ·
(q2v − qv)3(q2v − 1)3(qjv)12
2(qv − 1)4(qjv)4
= (1/2)(1 + q−1v )(1− q−2v )2 .
Consider (2) and (3). Let px ⊆ Okv(x) be the prime ideal. In both cases, G◦xOv/pj+1v ∼=
((Ox/pj+1x )×)2, and #(Ox/px) = q2v . So its order is ((q2v − 1)q2jv )2. Therefore, in case
(2),
vol(Kvx) = q
−8(j+1)
v ·
(q2v − qv)3(q2v − 1)3(qjv)12
2(q2v − 1)2(q2jv )2
= (1/2)(1− q−1v )3(1− q−2v ) .
In case (3),
vol(Kvx) = q
−8(j+1)
v ·
(q4v − q2v)(q4v − 1)(q2jv )4(q2v − qv)(q2v − 1)(qjv)4
2(q2v − 1)2(q2jv )2
= (1/2)(1− q−1v )(1− q−4v ).
Consider (4). In this case, G◦
xOv/pj+1v
∼= ((O˜v/p˜2(j+1)v )×)2 and #(O˜v/p˜v) = qv. So
its order is ((qv − 1)q2j+1v )2. Therefore,
vol(Kvx) = q
−8(j+1)
v ·
(q2v − qv)2(q2v − 1)2(q2j+1v )4(qjv)4
2(qv − 1)2(q2j+1v )2
= (1/2)(1− q−2v )2 .
Consider (5). Let px ⊆ Okv(x) be the prime ideal. In this case, G◦xOv/pj+1v ∼=
(Ox/p2(j+1)x )× and #(Ox/px) = q2v . So its order is (q2v − 1)q2(2j+1)v . Therefore,
vol(Kvx) = q
−8(j+1)
v ·
(q2v − qv)2(q2v − 1)2(q2j+1v )4(qjv)4
2(q2v − 1)(q2(2j+1)v )
= (1/2)(1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v ) .
Proposition 11.14. (1) Suppose that x has type (sp rm) and that v /∈Mdy. Then
vol(Kvx) = (1/2)q
−1
v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )3 .
(2) Suppose that x has type (in rm) and that v /∈Mdy. Then
vol(Kvx) = (1/2)q
−1
v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )(1− q−4v ) .
Proof. We prove that [Gx¯Ov/p2v : G
◦
xOv/p2v ] = 2qv. Let p(z) = z
2 + a1z + a2 be the
Eisenstein polynomial corresponding to x. Since v is not dyadic, we assume a1 = 0.
Consider (1). Elements of the form (Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), Ap(c3, d3)) are in G
◦
xOv/p2v
if and only if c21 + a2d
2
1, c
2
2 + a2d
2
2 ∈ (Ov/p2v)× (see Lemma 11.1). So the order of
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G◦xOv/p2v is (qv − 1)q3v . Since a2 ∈ pv, this is equivalent to c1, c2 ∈ (Ov/p2v)×. Suppose
g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Gx¯Ov/p2v . Since Fx(v) reduces to v21 modulo pv, g321 ∈ pv/p2v.
Let x = (x1, x2). Then (g1, g2, 1)x2 is a unit scalar multiple of x2 modulo pv. By
computation,
(g1, g2, 1)x2 ≡
(
g111g211 g111g221
g121g212 g121g222
)
(pv) .
So g111, g211 are units. By a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 11.5,
g121, g221 ∈ pv/p2v. This implies that g122, g222 are units. Since
Ap(ci, di)gi =
(∗ cigi12 − digi22
∗ ∗
)
,
for i = 1, 2, the right coset G◦xOv/p2vg contains an element g = (g1, g2, g3) where g1, g2
are in the form (11.6). Moreover, it is easy to see that t1, t2, u1, u2 are determined
by the coset G◦xOv/p2vg. We use Lemma 11.4 to determine the possibilities for g. By
computation,
(g1, g2, 1)x =
((
0 t2
t1 t1u2 + t2u1
)
,
(
1 u2
u1 u1u2 − a2t1t2
))
.
The condition Span((g1, g2, 1)x) = Span(x) is equivalent to the condition that t1 =
t2, u1 = u2, t1u2+t2u1 = 0, and u1u2−a2t1t2 = −a2. Since v is not dyadic, u1 = u2 = 0
and a2(t
2
1−1) = 0. Therefore, t1 ≡ ±1 (pv). So there are 2qv possibilities for t1 modulo
p2v. This proves that [Gx¯Ov/p2v : G
◦
xOv/p2v ] = 2qv.
In case (2), by a similar argument as in case (1), we can assume that g1 is in the
form (11.6) with t1 unit and u1 ∈ O˜v/p˜2v. Note that the order of G◦xOv/p2v is (q2v − 1)q6v
in this case. By the same consideration, we get t1 = t
σ
1 , u1 = u
σ
1 , and the rest of the
conditions turn out to be the same. Since p˜2v ∩Ov = p2v, there are 2qv possibilities for
t1. So [Gx¯Ov/p2v : G
◦
xOv/p2v ] = 2qv in this case also.
Since the volume of D in Definition 11.10(2) is q−16v , if v ∈Msp,
vol(Kvx) = q
−16
v ·
(q2v − qv)3(q2v − 1)3q12v
2qv((qv − 1)q3v)2
= (1/2)q−1v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )3
and if v ∈Min,
vol(Kvx) = q
−16
v ·
(q4v − q2v)(q4v − 1)q8v(q2v − qv)(q2v − 1)q4v
2qv(q2v − 1)q6v
= (1/2)q−1v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )(1− q−4v ) .
Next we assume that v is dyadic and that x has type (sp rm) or (in rm). As
explained in section 7, we shall compute the sum of vol(Kvx) over the equivalence
class of x under the relation ≍. For these orbits, this amounts to summing vol(Kvx)
over all x having a given value of δx,v. Let x be coordinatized as in (3.9) or (3.10). If
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v ∈Msp then Fx(v) = a0(x)v21 + a1(x)v1v2 + a2(x)v22 where
a0(x) = x112x121 − x111x122,
a1(x) = x112x221 + x121x212 − x111x222 − x122x211,
a2(x) = x212x221 − x211x222 .
(11.15)
If v /∈Msp then Fx(v) = a0(x)v21 + a1(x)v1v2 + a2(x)v22 where
a0(x) = Nk˜v/kv(x11)− x10x12,
a1(x) = Trk˜v/kv(x11x
σ
21)− x10x22 − x12x20,
a2(x) = Nk˜v/kv(x21)− x20x22 .
(11.16)
Definition 11.17. (1) If v ∈Msp then we define Dℓ for ℓ = 1, . . . , mv+1 to be the
set of x such that
x112, x121, x211 ∈ O×v , x122, x212, x221 ∈ pv,
ordkv(x222) = 1, ordkv(a1(x))
{
= ℓ if ℓ ≤ mv,
≥ mv + 1 if ℓ = mv + 1.
(2) If v ∈Min then we define Dℓ for ℓ = 1, . . . , mv + 1 to be the set of x such that
x11 ∈ O˜×v , x20 ∈ O×v , x12 ∈ pv, x21 ∈ p˜v,
ordkv(x22) = 1, ordkv(a1(x))
{
= ℓ if ℓ ≤ mv,
≥ mv + 1 if ℓ = mv + 1.
Proposition 11.18. (1) If v ∈Msp then
vol(Dℓ) =
{
q−3v (1− q−1v )5q−ℓv if ℓ ≤ mv,
q−3v (1− q−1v )4q−(mv+1)v if ℓ = mv + 1 .
(2) If v ∈Min then
vol(Dℓ) =
{
q−3v (1− q−1v )3(1− q−2v )q−ℓv if ℓ ≤ mv,
q−3v (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )q−(mv+1)v if ℓ = mv + 1 .
Proof. Suppose v ∈Msp. It is easy to see that if x ∈ VOv satisfies all the conditions in
Definition 11.17(1) except for the last condition, then a0(x) ∈ O×v and ordkv(a2(x)) =
1. Suppose
x112x221 + x121x212 − x122x211 = e1πv + · · ·+ eℓπℓv + · · · ,
where ej is a unit or zero for all j (see I.4, Corollary 2 in [25], p. 14). Let x222 = πvx
′
222
where x′222 ∈ O×v . Then by (11.15), a1(x) satisfies the condition in Definition 11.17(1)
if and only if x111 has an expansion of the form
x111 = (x
′
222)
−1(e1 + · · ·+ eℓ−1πℓ−2v + fπℓ−1v + · · · )
such that f 6≡ eℓ (pv) if ℓ ≤ mv (and no condition on f if ℓ = mv + 1). If ℓ ≤ mv,
the volume of the set of such x111 is (qv − 1)q−ℓv = (1− q−1v )q−ℓ+1v if ℓ ≤ mv and q−mvv
if ℓ = mv + 1. The volumes of the sets of x112, x121, x211 are 1 − q−1v , the volumes of
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the sets of x122, x212, x221 are q
−1
v , and the volume of the set of x222 is q
−1
v (1 − q−1v ).
Therefore,
vol(Dℓ) = (1− q−1v )3q−3v q−1v (1− q−1v )×
{
(1− q−1v )q−ℓ+1v if ℓ ≤ mv,
q−mvv if ℓ = mv + 1.
Simplifying, we get (1).
If v ∈Min, similar considerations apply to x10 as to x111 in the case v ∈Msp. The
volumes of the sets of x11, x20 are 1 − q−2v and 1 − q−1v , respectively, the volumes of
the sets of x12, x21 are q
−2
v and q
−1
v , respectively, and the volume of the set of x22 is
q−1v (1− q−1v ). Therefore,
vol(Dℓ) = (1− q−2v )(1− q−1v )q−2v q−1v q−1v (1− q−1v )×
{
(1− q−1v )q−ℓ+1v if ℓ ≤ mv,
q−mvv if ℓ = mv + 1.
Simplifying, we get (2).
We employ coordinates on G as in (3.8). If v ∈Msp then we define
H1 = {g ∈ Kv | g121, g221, g321 ∈ pv},
H1 = {g ∈ (GL(2)Ov/pv)3 | g121 = g221 = g321 = 0}
(11.19)
and if v ∈Min then we define
H2 = {g ∈ Kv | g121 ∈ p˜v, g221 ∈ pv},
H2 = {g ∈ GL(2)O˜v/p˜v ×GL(2)Ov/pv | g121 = 0, g221 = 0} .
(11.20)
Note that
#(Kv/H1) = #(GOv/pv/H1) =
(q2v − 1)3(q2v − qv)3
(qv − 1)6q3v
= (qv + 1)
3(11.21)
and
#(Kv/H2) = #(GOv/pv/H2) =
(q4v − 1)(q4v − q2v)(q2v − 1)(q2v − qv)
(q2v − 1)2q2v(qv − 1)2qv
= (q2v + 1)(qv + 1) .
(11.22)
Lemma 11.23. (1) If v ∈Msp and g ∈ H1 then gDℓ = Dℓ.
(2) If v /∈Msp and g ∈ H2 then gDℓ = Dℓ.
Proof. A simple, direct calculation shows that elements of H1 and H2 preserve all
the conditions for membership in Dℓ, with the possible exception of the last. Con-
sider (1) and suppose that y = gx with g ∈ H1 and x ∈ Dℓ. Then Fy(v) =
det(g1) det(g2)Fx(vg3) and so a1(y) is equal to
det(g1) det(g2)
(
a1(x)[g311g322 + g321g312] + 2a0(x)g311g321 + 2a2(x)g312g322
)
.
Wemust investigate the order of this number. Since det(g1) and det(g2) are units, they
may be ignored. Both g311 and g322 are units and, since g321 ∈ pv, g311g322 + g321g312
is also a unit. Thus the order of a1(x)[g311g322 + g321g312] equals ℓ if ℓ ≤ mv and is
greater than or equal to mv + 1 if ℓ = mv + 1. Also, ordkv(2a0(x)g311g321) ≥ mv + 1
and ordkv(2a2(x)g312g322) ≥ mv + 1, in the first case because g321 ∈ pv and in the
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second because a2(x) ∈ pv. It follows that the order of a1(y) is ℓ if ℓ ≤ mv and is
greater than or equal to mv + 1 if ℓ = mv + 1. Thus y ∈ Dℓ, as required. Similar
arguments apply in case (2).
Proposition 11.24. (1) Suppose v ∈Msp is dyadic. Then∑
2≤δx,v=2ℓ≤2mv
vol(Kvx) = (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )3q−ℓv ,∑
δx,v=2mv+1
vol(Kvx) = (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )3q−(mv+1)v .
(2) Suppose v ∈Min is dyadic. Then∑
δx,v=2ℓ≤2mv
vol(Kvx) = (1− q−1v )2(1− q−2v )(1− q−4v )q−ℓv ,∑
δx,v=2mv+1
vol(Kvx) = (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )(1− q−4v )q−(mv+1)v .
Proof. Consider (1). We first show that Dℓ ⊆ ∪xKvx, where x runs through the
standard orbital representatives for the orbits of type (sp rm) whose corresponding
fields have a fixed discriminant. As in the statement, the discriminant is related to ℓ
by ℓ = ⌊1
2
(δx,v+1)⌋. By construction, if y ∈ Dℓ then |P (y)|v = q−δx,vv and so if x is the
standard representative for the orbit corresponding to kv(y) then |P (y)|v = |P (x)|v.
Since y ∈ Gkvx∩VOv , the theory of omega sets implies that there exists g ∈ Ωx,v such
that y = gx. But then |χ(g)|v = 1 and so g ∈ Ω1x,v = Kv. That is, y ∈ Kvx.
Each one of the standard orbital representatives itself lies in Dℓ and so the Kv-
translates of Dℓ cover ∪xKvx. In order to find the volume of ∪xKvx it remains to
determine the number of distinct Kv-translates of Dℓ. Suppose that g ∈ Kv and
gDℓ ∩ Dℓ 6= ∅; say x, y ∈ Dℓ and y = gx. We shall show that g ∈ H1. Since
Fx(v), Fy(v) both reduce to unit scalar multiples of v
2
1 modulo pv, the assumption
implies that g321 ∈ pv. Since (1, 1, g3) ∈ H1, we may assume g3 = 1. Let x = (xijk)
and x¯ = (x¯ijk) be the reduction of x modulo pv. We define g¯ijk, y¯ similarly. Then
(g1, g2, 1)x¯ = y¯ =
(
∗, x¯211
(
g¯111g¯211 g¯111g¯221
g¯121g¯212 g¯121g¯222
))
.
Since g¯212 6= 0 or g¯222 6= 0, g¯121 = 0. This implies that g¯111 6= 0 and therefore g¯221 = 0.
Thus g ∈ H1, as claimed.
It follows from this and Lemma 11.23 that twoKv-translates ofDℓ are either disjoint
or equal and that the number of them is #(Kv/H1) = (qv + 1)
3 by (11.21). Using
Proposition 11.18, the result follows. Similar arguments apply to prove the formula
in case (2).
Proposition 11.25. If v is not dyadic and x has type (rm rm ur) or (rm rm)* then
vol(Kvx) = (1/2)q
−1
v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )2 .
Proof. Consider D in Definition 11.10(6). Obviously vol(D) = q−16v . In both cases,
G◦xOv/p2v consists of elements of the form (Ap(c, d), ∗) where c ∈ (O˜v/p˜4v)×, d ∈ O˜v/p˜4v.
So #G◦xOv/p2v = (qv − 1)q7v .
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We show that [Gx¯Ov/p2v : G
◦
xOv/p2v ] = 2qv. Suppose g ∈ Gx¯Ov/p2v . We consider
the coordinates (3.8) again. Since Fx(v) is a unit scalar multiple of v
2
1 modulo pv,
g221 ≡ 0 (pv). Then since g1 ( 1 00 0 ) tgσ1 is a unit scalar multiple of ( 1 00 0 ), g121 ≡ 0 (p˜v).
So g111, g122, g211, g222 are units. This implies that the right G
◦
xOv/p2v -coset of g contains
an element of the form (( 1 0u t ) , ∗). We use Lemma 11.4 again. By computation,((
1 0
u t
)
, 1
)
x =
((
0 tσ
t Trk˜v/kv(tu
σ)
)
,
(
1 uσ
u Nk˜v/kv(u)− a2Nk˜v/kv(t)
))
.
So t = tσ, u = uσ, 2tu = 0, and a2(t
2 − 1) − u2 = 0. Since v /∈ Mdy, u = 0, and
t ≡ ±1 (pv). Since t ∈ (Ov/p2v)×, there are 2qv possibilities for t. Therefore, in both
cases,
vol(Kvx) = q
−16
v ·
(q2v − 1)2(q2v − qv)2q16v
2(qv − 1)q8v
= (1/2)q−1v (1− q−1v )(1− q−2v )2 .
12. Computation of bx,v at the infinite places
In this section we shall compute the constants bx,v when v is an infinite place of k.
By Proposition 5.23, we know that we are free to make use of any orbital representative
to carry out this calculation and we shall take advantage of this freedom to simplify
our task as much as possible. In the proof of each of the four propositions in this
section we shall have to calculate the 8× 8 Jacobian determinant associated with the
map g 7→ gx in some coordinate system. Each of these calculations was carried out
using the Maple computer algebra package [24].
Before we begin, we recall a fact about the Haar measure on GL(2)F where F = R
or C. As is usual, we shall take Lebesgue measure to be the standard measure on
the real numbers and twice Lebesgue measure to be the standard measure on the
complex numbers. If g = ( a11 a12a21 a22 ) then dµ(g) = da11 da12 da21 da22/| det(g)|2F defines
a Haar measure on GL(2)F and it is well known that if dg denotes our standard choice
of Haar measure on this group then dg = pF dµ(g) where pF = 1/π if F = R and
pF = 1/2π if F = C. For example if F = R, using the usual paramatrization of each
factor of the Iwasawa decomposition, all one has to do is to find the Jacobian of the
map O(2) × TR × NR → GR and the degree of this covering and this can be done
easily. When F = kv we shall use the notation pv in place of pF . We shall refer to
dµ(g) as the coordinate measure on GL(2)F .
Proposition 12.1. Let v ∈M∞ and suppose that x is a representative for the orbit
of type (sp). Then
bx,v =
{
2
π3
if v ∈MR,
1
4π3
if v ∈MC.
Proof. As noted above, it suffices to compute bx,v where x = w, the element introduced
in (3.16). Let dµv be the product of the coordinate measures on each of the three
factors of Gkv so that dgv = p
3
v dµv(g).
Let B denote the set of (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Gkv such that g1 and g2 lie in the big Bruhat
cell. Then B is dense in Gkv and it is on this set that we shall carry out the comparison
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of measures. Any element g of B may be written as
g = (tn(u1)n(y1)a(t11, t12),
tn(u2)n(y2)a(t21, t22), g3a(t
−1
11 t
−1
21 , t
−1
12 t
−1
22 ))(12.2)
with g3 = (
a11 a12
a21 a22 ) and when g is written in this form, ui, yi and aij for i, j = 1, 2
may be regarded as coordinates on Gkv/G
◦
x kv . Note that the map
k2v × (k×v )2 ∋ (u, y, t1, t2)→ tn(u)n(y)a(t1, t2) ∈ GL(2)kv
is injective. With respect to these coordinates, the Jacobian determinant of the map
g 7→ gx is found to be | det(g3)|2v. Note that this map is a double cover because [Gxkv :
G◦xkv ] = 2. Since P (gx) = χ(g)P (x) = det(g3)
2P (x) and P (x) = 1, it follows that the
pullback of the measure dy/|P (y)|2v to Gkv/G◦xkv is dg′x,v = 12 du1 dy1 du2 dy2 dµ3,v(g3),
where dµ3,v(g3) denotes the coordinate measure on the third factor. (The measure
has been divided by 2 because the map g 7→ gx is a double cover and, in (5.19), the
measure dg′x,v was defined via an integral over Vkv .) In (12.2), tij may be regarded
as coordinates on G◦xkv and as such dg
′′
x,v =
∏
i,j=1,2 dtij/|tij |v. It follows from the
definition and the remarks above that dµv(g) = p
−3
v bx,v dg
′
x,v dg
′′
x,v and so all that
remains is for us to determine the relationship between the coordinate measure and
the measure du dy dt1 dt2/|t1t2|v on the big cell inside GL(2) when it is coordinatized
as tn(u)n(y)a(t1, t2). A simple Jacobian calculation shows that in fact these two
measures are equal. This gives 1
2
p−3v bx,v = 1 or equivalently bx,v = 2p
3
v. Using the
remarks before the proof, this gives the stated values.
Proposition 12.3. Let v ∈ MR and suppose that x is a representative for the orbit
of type (rm). Then
bx,v =
1
π2
.
Proof. We shall again use x = w as the orbital representative. Let v˜ be the complex
place of k˜ which divides v. Let dµv be the product of the coordinate measures on the
two factors of Gkv so that dgv = pv˜pv dµv(g).
We let B denote the set of (g1, g2) ∈ Gkv such that g1 lies in the big Bruhat cell.
An element of B may be written as
g = (tn(u)n(y)a(t1, t2), g2a(Nk˜v˜/kv(t1)
−1,Nk˜v˜/kv(t2)
−1))(12.4)
with g2 = (
a11 a12
a21 a22 ) and when g is written in this form, u, y and aij , i, j = 1, 2 may
be regarded as coordinates on Gkv/G
◦
x kv . With respect to the real coordinates Re(u),
Im(u), Re(y), Im(y), aij , the Jacobian determinant of the map g 7→ gx is found to be
4| det(g2)|2v. Since the map is a double cover, P (g·x) = det(g2)2 and the canonical mea-
sures du and dy are du = 2 dRe(u) dIm(u) and dy = 2 dRe(y) dIm(y), it follows that
the pullback of the measure dy/|P (y)|2v to Gkv/G◦x kv is dg′x,v = 12 du dy dµ2,v(g2), where
dµ2,v(g2) denotes the coordinate measure on the second factor. In (12.4), tj may be
regarded as coordinates on G◦xkv and as such dg
′′
x,v =
∏
j=1,2 dtj/|tj|v˜. It follows from
the definition and the remarks above that dµv(g) = p
−1
v˜ p
−1
v bx,v dg
′
x,v dg
′′
x,v and since
the coordinate measure restricted to the big cell inside GL(2)k˜v˜ is du dy dt1 dt2/|t1t2|v˜,
we have bx,v = 2pv˜pv.
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Proposition 12.5. Suppose that v ∈MR and that x is a representative for the orbit
of type (sp rm). Then
bx,v =
2
π3
.
Proof. We shall use x = wp, where p(z) = z
2 + 1, as the orbital representative for
this orbit. The roots of p are ±√−1. Let Ap(c, d) be as in (3.26). As we discussed in
Lemma 3.27, any g ∈ G◦xkv has the form g = (Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), Ap(c3, d3)) where
c3 =
c1c2 − d1d2
(c21 + d
2
1)(c
2
2 + d
2
2)
, d3 =
−(c1d2 + c2d1)
(c21 + d
2
1)(c
2
2 + d
2
2)
.
The isomorphism θ from G◦xkv to Hxkv = (C
×)2 may be taken as
θ(Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2), Ap(c3, d3)) = (c1 +
√−1d1, c2 +
√−1d2).
Recalling that the canonical measure on C× is dz/|z|C where dz is twice Lebesgue
measure, we see that
dg′′x,v =
4 dc1 dd1 dc2 dd2
(c21 + d
2
1)(c
2
2 + d
2
2)
.
For any r and any κ ∈ SO(2) we may find c and d such that a(r, r)κ = Ap(c, d)
and it follows from this and the Iwasawa decomposition that any g ∈ GL(2)R may be
expressed as g = n(u)a(1, t)Ap(c, d). Thus any g ∈ Gkv may be expressed as
g = (n(u1)a(1, t1)Ap(c1, d1), n(u2)a(1, t2)Ap(c2, d2), g3Ap(c3, d3))
where g3 = (
a11 a12
a21 a22 ). Then aij, tj and uj, i, j = 1, 2 may be regarded as coordinates on
Gkv/G
◦
xkv
. With respect to these coordinates, the Jacobian determinant of the map
g 7→ gx is found to be 4|t21t22 det(g3)2|v. Since the map is a double cover, P (gx) =
χ(g)P (x) = t21t
2
2 det(g3)
2P (x) and P (x) = −4 this shows that the pullback of the
measure dy/|P (y)|2v to G/G◦xkv is
dg′x,v =
du1 dt1 du2 dt2
8|t21t22|v
dµ3,v(g3)
where dµ3,v(g3) is the coordinate measure on the third factor. An easy Jacobian
calculation shows that if g = n(u)a(1, t)Ap(c, d) then the coordinate measure is
du dt dc dd/|t2|v(c2+d2) and so, with dµv denoting the product of the coordinate mea-
sures on the three factors, dµv = 2 dg
′
x,v dg
′′
x,v. Since dgv = p
3
v dµv(g) = 2p
3
v dg
′
x,v dg
′′
x,v,
it follows that bx,v = 2p
3
v.
Proposition 12.6. Suppose that v ∈MR and that x is a representative for the orbit
of type (rm rm)*. Then
bx,v =
1
π2
.
Proof. We again use x = wp, where p(z) = z
2 + 1, as the orbital representative. We
let v˜ be the complex place of k˜ dividing v. With Ap(c, d) as in (3.26) and
c2 =
|c1|v˜ − |d1|v˜
|c21 + d21|v˜
, d2 =
−(c1d¯1 + c¯1d1)
|c21 + d21|v˜
,
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any element of G◦xkv has the form g = (Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c1, d2)) where c
2
1 + d
2
1 6= 0. The
isomorphism θ from G◦x kv to Hx kv = (C
×)2 may be taken as
θ(Ap(c1, d1), Ap(c2, d2)) = (c1 + d1
√−1, c1 − d1
√−1) .
From this it follows that
dg′′x,v =
4 dc1 dd1
|c21 + d21|v˜
.
It was shown during the proof of Lemma (9.2) that any matrix (m11 m12m21 m22 ) in GL(2)C
may be written in the form n(u)a(1, t)Ap(c1, d1) provided that m
2
11 +m
2
12 6= 0. Since
the complement of the set of matrices satisfying this condition has measure zero it
suffices to make the comparison of measures on the set of elements of Gkv whose first
entry satisfies this condition. Any g in this set may be expressed as
g = (n(u)a(1, t)Ap(c1, d1), g2Ap(c2, d2))
where g2 = (
a11 a12
a21 a22 ). We may use aij , i, j = 1, 2, Re(u), Im(u), Re(t) and Im(t) as
real coordinates on (a set of comeasure zero in) Gkv/G
◦
xkv
. With respect to these
coordinates the Jacobian determinant of the map g 7→ gx is 16|t|2v˜| det(g2)|2v. This
shows, as usual, that the pullback of the measure dy/|P (y)|2v to Gkv/G◦xkv is
dg′x,v =
du dt
8|t|2v˜
dµ2,v(g2)
where dµ2,v(g2) is the coordinate measure on the second factor. (Note that du =
2dRe(u)dIm(u) and dt = 2dRe(t)dIm(t) again.) An easy Jacobian calculation shows
that if g = n(u)a(1, t)Ap(c1, d1) then the coordinate measure is du dt dc1 dd1/|t|2v˜|c21+
d21|v˜ and so, with dµv denoting the product of the coordinate measures on the two
factors, dµv = 2 dg
′
x,v dg
′′
x,v. Since dgv = pvpv˜ dµv(g) = 2pvpv˜ dg
′
x,v dg
′′
x,v, it follows that
bx,v = 2pvpv˜.
Even though we made use of results obtained from the software package MAPLE in
the above proofs, everything in this section could have been proved manually without
undue difficulty. For example, in the proof of Proposition 12.1, the only place we used
MAPLE was to determine the Jacobian of the map g 7→ gx. Using the invariance
properties of the measures, one can easily prove that this is a constant multiple of
| det(g3)|2v. To determine this constant we only have to compute the Jacobian of the
above map at the identity element. At this point the Jacobian matrix is a fairly
sparse 8 × 8 matrix and its determinant is easily found by hand. Indeed, the value
of this constant was verified manually in this case. However, we chose not to include
the details of these manual calculations in this paper.
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